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Applied Sampling Doubles Inventory Accuracy,
Halves Cost
by ALLAN L. RUDELL
of the development and mechanics of the statistical
T method used in our last annual
physical inventory for which, in one major
HIS ARTICLE Is A REVIEW

division, we counted only one item of every five. The value of the huge
heterogeneous work -in- process inventory was arrived at through scientific analysis
and with a greater accuracy than that realized by previous methods. We reduced
both count and identification errors and were able to prove mathematically the
degree of accuracy in our inventory results. So far as we know, this is the first
time an inventory on so large a scale has been counted in this way. The statistical
method has built into it a greater degree of accuracy and speed than could be
possible with a complete physical count.
A Revolutionary Plan Is Proposed — And Is Developed
When this plan was first proposed by our statisticians, many in the accounting
areas were skeptical, yet intrigued by the possibilities. We were reminded that
the statistical quality approach in the factory provides a fast and accurate way
for fixing the tolerance limits in any given batch. The use of this method has
given us an exact quality level not known under 1 0 0 per cent inspection.
We were given examples of statistical control as applied to quality inspection
and to weight determination, as for cotton, tobacco, and grain, and were shown
that scientific sampling is a procedure by which selection of a certain number of
items from a lot characterizes the make -up of the entire lot. It was also pointed
out that public auditing procedures, in part at least, are built around spot checks
or random tests. Although, in some cases, these audits are not completely
random, they do embody some principles of statistical analysis. We in accounting
could see many advantages in the proposal, although the task of setting up
"lots" and thoroughly "mixing" these items appeared formidable. We knew
it would be necessary to first conduct many tests of the basic principle.
This development began in conjunction with the annual physical inventory
ALLAN L. RUDELL is Chief Accountant, Minneapolis - Honeywell Regulator Company,
Minneapolis, Minnesota. Previously he was with Dayton Rogers Manufacturing Company.
Mr. Rudell is a previous contributor to the Bulletin.
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taken in the summer of 1953. The statistical method was tested on one assembly
department by using the inventory after the information had been used for
accounting purposes. By a random selection of approximately 500 of the 5,000
items contained in this inventory, a dollar value was determined which was
within one -tenth of one per cent of the physical count.
This inventory contained a great variety of piece parts, sub - assemblies and
assemblies and even some finished products. At this stage of the development
of the statistical plan, we tended to think of a complete physical inventory as
being a check on the sampling plan. Today, we know that the random sample
in reality can give a better inventory figure than a complete count.
Plans were set in motion to apply this same test to the entire work -in- process
inventory on the same basis. This second test was made in the summer of 1954,
again in conjunction with the annual physical inventory. The 1954 inventory
contained 37,000 individual lots. By a random selection of 3,300 of these lots,
a dollar value was determined within the predetermined limits of error.
Refinements Up To 1955 Inventory
During the twelve month period prior to the 1955 physical inventory, the
plan was further developed. Many refinements were added.
At this stage in the development of the statistical method, we were fortunate
enough to secure the services of Dr. W. Edward Deming who has pioneered
the use of the statistical analysis in many fields of commerce and industry.
His first task was to review the statistical method of inventory which our
statisticians had developed. In addition he took an active part in the development of the method as well as outlining the training techniques which were to
be employed. Dr. Deming has played a major part in all planning from this
point on. At this time the plan was outlined to our independent public
accountants.
The major refinement added was the segregation of the entire inventory into
high -value and low -value lots. This had the effect of separating the "population"
into two groups, each of which would have lots of more comparable dollar value.
It meant that the range from the highest to the lowest value lot in a group
would be greatly reduced and made possible a very accurate inventory figure
with a sample of minimum size. With this change, we discovered that a large
percentage of dollar value is contained in a small percentage of the total lots.
The plan was then further extended to count 100 per cent of the lots in the
high -value category and only a 10 per cent sample in the low -value category.
The term "lot" is significant in the plan. A lot is defined as any group of
6
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identical parts or assemblies which are physically touching, either by crates,
bins, or skids. The lot might include only one crate or it might include a considerable number of crates if they contain identical parts and the crates are in
physical contact as a group.
The 1955 inventory was the second test of a complete inventory. It was
based on a random sample of 4,200 items out of a total of 40,000 items. The
results gave a total inventory value which was within eight tenths of one per
cent of the value established by the 100 per cent physical count.
Shop Test; Decision To Apply Method to Division inventory
Up to this point we had yet to test the procedures employing the services
of factory personnel under shop conditions. There were many questions still
to be answered. For example: Was it possible to properly define high -value lots
and low -value lots? Could we segregate them physically? Could we make a
completely unbiased random selection of inventory items? Hence, our next
step was into the shop. Crews were selected and trained for tests to be carried
out in two departments under shop conditions. This was a test of the procedures
only and was not a part of the annual physical inventory. The test, made in
February, 1956, proved to be satisfactory and extremely worthwhile.
Based upon the favorable results of the tests and experience gained in the
three years of development, it was apparent that the system was practical and
would work. Further research and development would not add to its basic
validity. Hence, authorization was given to use this method in taking the
annual physical inventory of work -in- process in one major division during the
summer of 1956. With the relatively short time then remaining, the task ahead
was an ambitious one. In order to have the plan ready by June 1956, it was
necessary to establish in final form every detail of policy and procedure, to
reduce all this to formalized written instructions, to design and procure all
special forms and supplies not previously used for physical inventories, to
develop the organization for administration of the system, to select the personnel
for taking the inventory, to devise an adequate program for training them, and
to schedule every phase and step involved in actually taking the inventory.
Preparations and Training of Staff
Some of these activities, such as preparing written instructions, writing detailed schedules and obtaining necessary supplies were taken care of by accounting and statistical personnel. The procedure for all phases of the inventory
OCTOBER, 1957
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was written in separate sections. Each was distributed to persons concerned and
all sections were assembled in one volume for reference and use in future years'
inventories. The complete manual was quite large. The written instructions
proved extremely valuable during the training and taking of the inventory
and covered, among other matters, the segregation of stock into lots, sampling
and counting, quality check, and pricing and auditing of the inventory.
The biggest single factor in preparing for the new type inventory, and the
real key to success, was the proper orientation and training of the more than
700 people who were to do the job. Much emphasis, therefore, was placed
on developing and carrying out an intensive training program for inventory
counters, writers, checkers and accountants and also for foremen, supervisors
and appropriate members of management. The training was accomplished in
many ways —by lectures, demonstrations, the use of projected slides, study of
written procedures, and simulated inventory activities.
Foremen were given special attention. After attending lectures, they practiced
lot segregation, lot identification and random selection with the help of the
statisticians. Errors were corrected. The practice operations were repeated until
the foremen became thoroughly familiar with the procedures. Accountants also
were given special training in the specific activities to be performed, both in
their role as specialists assigned to the operating departments and in their normal
role as accountants. Their special duties included responsibility for legibility,
completeness and accurate identification of each inventory ticket, checking to
see that details of the statistical method were correctly followed, and answering
"on- the - spot" accounting questions which arise during every physical inventory.
Two Shifts Instead of Five Days
Taking of inventory started at 7 a.m. In many departments, it was completed
within eight hours. The entire inventory was completed by the end of the
16 -hour period. The new method was enthusiastically accepted by the factory
personnel who remembered the fatigue and boredom associated with previous
inventories lasting five days. When we were through, we could "boast" that
at least one sampling inventory has been taken successfuly. The remainder of
this article covers in non - technical language and in the present tense the steps
we followed in taking this divisional inventory.
Advantages of this System
There are many advantages to be realized from this system of taking inventory.
8
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They can be summarized, in order of importance, as follows:
1. Greater accuracy.
2. Known limits of error.
3. The ability to take the inventory at
any time of the year to coordinate

with accounting books.
4. All vacation schedules can coin cide with plant shutdown.
5. Lower total cost to take inventory.

Segregation of High -Value Lots; The Count Phase
The inventory begins with the segregation of all lots estimated to be over a
certain dollar amount (high value). This is done by the department supervisor
and an accountant. The foremen have as a guide a catalogue listing in numerical
order all of the parts, assemblies, and products at various stages of completion.
Opposite each identification number is the quantity of that part which places
it in the high value category. Exhibit 1 is a sample from the catalogue.
The foreman checks all skids, bins, and crates in his department. If, for
example, he finds 10 crates of part number 12345, op. 3, and estimates that
there are 80,000 pieces in this lot, he identifies the lot by a large red card (high
value identifier). He also places masking tape across the 10 crates. This identifies
the lot as a high value one and excludes it from the random sample. He continues in this manner through the entire department. Any lots which are
estimated to be under the specified dollar amount will be ignored as they will
be included in the sampling procedure. When all high value lots have been
tagged, the segregation phase is complete.
The inventory crew then moves into the department to begin the counting
phase. This is done by counting 10 per cent of the lots in the low -value category
and by completely counting all of the red tagged or "high value" items. The
crews are equipped with the printed forms which enable them to obtain the
random sample and to count high value lots.
They have several books of brown - colored inventory tabulating cards, serially
numbered. These tickets are used for inventorying "high- value" lots. The
inventory-taker records the part number, part name, physical location and quantity. The tickets in this category are priced and extended mechanically by the accounting department and the total value of the tickets represents the value of the
high -value segment of the inventory. They also have green colored inventory
tickets exactly like the brown ones but with a green stripe. These are used for
recording the part name, number and quantity of the lots which are sampled.
The total dollar value will be multiplied by 10 to arrive at a value for all items
included in the "low- value" segment of the inventory and will be added to the
total value of the brown tickets for aggregate inventory value.
OCTOBER, 1957
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I D E N T I F I C AT I O N T AB L E F O R H I G H -V AL U E L O T S
Ra w Ma terial

Piece Parts a nd Assemblies
-

Quantity
" H i g h " Va l u e
10,000
7,500
4,000
2,000
60 ,0 00
30,000

Number
1 2 3 4 5 op . 1
1 2 3 4 5 op . 3
1 2 3 4 5 o p. 6
1 2 3 4 5 compl et e
1 2 3 4 6 o p. 1
1 2 3 4 6 c omp le te

Number
S p e c . 87

Quantity s
" H i g h " Va lu e
40 0 l bs.

S p e c . 87 B

3 5 0 l b s.

Spec. 88

5 0 l b s.

EXHIBIT 1

Sample- Counting the Low -Value Lots
The inventory- takers are supplied with several pads of identification tickets.
Each pad contains twenty identification slips numbered 1 through 20. One
numbered slip is placed on each lot. The entire inventory is taken in groups of
2 0 lots and these slips identify the lots included in each sample. Each inventorytaker is also supplied with several sealed envelopes which contain two numbers,
each of which will range from 1 through 20. The two numbers identify which
two lots in the group of twenty are to be inventoried. These numbers are determined from a table of random numbers selected by statisticians several weeks
prior to the inventory taking. The table of random numbers is a huge array
of numbers in rows and columns in which the ten digits, 0 through 9 have
been thoroughly mixed. They are selected by very elaborate and fascinating
devices and then tested for randomness by various statistical tests before acceptance. The numbers contained in the sealed envelopes are known only by
the statisticians who selected them from the table of random numbers. Each
envelope is serially numbered and this number is used as an assurance that the
items contained in the envelope will actually be physically counted.
The first three steps of the sampling procedure are as follows:
Place the serial number of the first sealed envelope on each of the
twenty identification slips.
On
the first identification slip, write the extent of the first lot and
2.
place the slip on this lot.
3. Follow the procedure of Step 2 on the rest of the identification
slips until the twenty identification slips have been placed on
twenty different lots.

1.

At this point and at this time only, the sealed envelope is opened and the
two slips are removed. The inventory-taker counts the two lots designated. If,
10
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for example, the numbers in the first envelope are 8 and 14, he counts Lots 8
and 14 as designated by their identification slips. He records the part number,
part name and quantity of these two lots on the green inventory ticket. These
two sample lots, in effect, will determine the value for all twenty lots, by
multiplying their value by 10. To determine statistically the degree of accuracy
of the inventory, one of the two numbers in the envelope is designated ahead
of time as a Y sample and the other number is designated as a Z sample. The
sum total of all Y samples and the sum total of all Z samples, when multiplied
by 20 each represents an estimate of the inventory. The difference between
these two estimates establishes the maximum error which can be expected
to exist in the inventory value arrived at on the basis of both.
Check Points and Count Verification
During the inventory of the samples, the accountants check to determine that
the above steps just outlined are followed in order. They also check that the
inventory- takers count the lots designated by the sealed envelopes, regardless of
size or accessibility and likewise check to determine that the serial number on
the envelope compares with the group of lots being sampled.
After the inventory tickets have been completed for the sample lots and also
the high value lots, a crew made up of quality control personnel selects a
completely random sample of 30 lots in each department. These are lots which
have been written up by the regular inventory crew. After being recounted and
reidentified, they serve as an audit of the inventory operation. If discrepancies
are discovered in the count or errors are found in part identification, it is
assumed that other errors exist in the inventory. If these discrepancies in a
department exceed a predescribed limit, this portion of the inventory is rejected
and must be recounted by the inventory - takers. The inventory is complete only
when the quality control department certifies its accuracy.

The Primary Use of Accounting
"It is one of the misfortunes of industry that until recent times the interests of the
auditor and the taxation expert have been paramount in the design and preparation of accounting information. Information for management has been a by- product of the usual
accounting processes. If there is to be any progress, this must cease; accounts must be designed primarily as a tool of management, and the conventional profit and loss account and
balance sheet must become the by- product of management accounting. Technically this
is a relatively easy task, for the requirements of management are much more comprehensive
and detailed than those of the financial accounts." . . IAN T. MORROW, as quoted in
The Cort Accountant (England) August 1957.
OCTOBER, 1957
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The organization of a company may
be charted in a number of different
ways. A simplified version of organization may be shown in rectangular,
triangular, circular form or in the
form of a square. All are illustrated
on this page in condensed form, with
titles related to life insurance.
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hold equal rank and that to keep the
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work load as well as illustrating his
position in the company.
The type of organization and purpose of the chart will dictate the type
used. If, for example, the chart is to
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and for explanation of the company
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connected with the company, perhaps
the circle chart would best describe
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thus aiding in objective appraisal of
executive performance.
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Administering a Supplemental
Unemployment Benefit Plan
by WALTER A. VERBECK
contracts in 1955, many Of Our
S nation's industrial firms have becomelaborinvolved
in a complicated system of
IN CE T H E SIGN ING O F INDUSTRIAL

accounting and industrial relations procedures resulting from a new prograin
known as supplemental unemployment benefits. One of the operations involved
is the International Harvester Company's Farmall Works, which had its first
experience with the plan's administration late in 1956.
The International Harvester contract calls for an insurance -type plan. Briefly,
here is how the plan works. Starting at a specified date, the employer deposits
a certain amount of money per hour per employee in a common fund. In time
of layoff, after the fund has had an opportunity to build up to a previously
agreed point, qualified unemployed workers receive benefits from the fund.
The size of the benefit is based on the amount necessary to make up the difference between state unemployment compensation and approximately two thirds of the employee's regular weekly after -tax straight -time pay (65 per cent
for the first four weeks and 60 per cent for each succeeding week up to a maximum of 26 weeks). To get a supplement to his regular unemployment benefits,
an employee must qualify for and, under most circumstances, receive unemployment compensation from his state. He cannot be on strike and must be
registered with the state unemployment service as a job seeker.
Development of Administrative Procedures
Because the International Harvester Company has a master plan covering a
number of individual company operations, general administrative procedures
were formulated by general office industrial relations, insurance, and accounting
personnel. Specific procedures developed at each operation were based on those
overall procedures.
WALTER A. VERBECK is Auditor of International Harvester's newly established Farm
Equipment Center, near Hinsdale, Illinois. Mr. Verbeck was previously Assistant Works
Auditor of International Harvester Farmall Works, Rock Island, Illinois.
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This article will discuss handling of applications and benefits payments.
All insurance -type supplemental unemployment benefit plans are directly
related to state unemployment benefits. Effective planning for administration
of a plan is difficult without a reasonable knowledge of the functioning of the
local state office. In our case several meetings were held with local state officials,
which included discussion of such considerations as:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9•
10.

State forms and their use (including codes and abbreviations used
by state office personnel).
Schedule of minimum and maximum state payments.
State penalties for employee unavailability or failure to report.
State schedule for reporting in large layoff situations.
Policies of state in handling fractional or partial payments.
Practices of state in establishing claim week - ending dates.
Local hours of business (including days of state holidays).
State plans for handling claims of returned -to -work employees.
State procedure in cases of protest and denial of benefit.
Usual days of mailing of state checks.

The next move was to inform our people of how the program would affect
them. It seemed desirable first to prepare our foremen and other line supervision thoroughly enough to enable them to answer some of the questions which
might be asked by employees. We scheduled conferences for small groups of
supervisors, to last about an hour and a half, along these lines:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

Brief review of the high points of a joint union - management
pamphlet on supplemental unemployment benefit plans.
Presentation of typical examples of employees with different earnings and different numbers of dependents and the amount of supplemental benefit in each case.
Discussion of labor contract language concerning payment of
union officers for investigating benefit questions.
Review of a letter prepared for presentation to employees who
were scheduled to be laid off, explaining where and when to apply
for benefits and what to bring with them.
Distribution of a copy of state - issued booklet on unemployment
compensation rules.
Consideration of special problems, such as taking vacation pay at
the time of layoff on state and supplemental benefits.

In addition, in anticipation of an approaching lay -off, our public relations
department took every means of publicizing the plans. We made direct contact
with employees by mail and through news - letters and bulletin board notices,
and sent printed information to the press.
14
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Preparation for Handling of Applications
Responsibility for determining eligibility of applicants fell to the industrial
relations department. The first method that occurred to us was to use the regular personnel files, i. e., to select each file as a question of eligibility arose That
proved to be very time - consuming. We found the answer in our tabulating
equipment. Our tabulating department prepared a card for each employee laid
off. On his card were his name, social security number (to tie in with state
records), seniority date, clock number, date laid off, and number of dependents
declared on his withholding exemption certificate. To this card we added information manually, such as temporary disability status, layoff in lieu of transfer
status, leave of absence, pension, and any other information pertinent to qualifications, which was available in the employment department records. With
this done before the actual application was made, it took only a few moments
to verify personal data and check for disqualifying information.
Two forms were developed by our general office to assist in establishing the
eligibility of each applicant, a "primary statement of eligibility" and an "application for benefit." The primary statement is completed the first time an employe applies and helps establish eligibility for benefits. An application is completed for each week a claim is made, establishing continued eligibility and
providing data for the actual computation of benefits. Most common causes
of ineligibility were found to be cases involving temporary disability and those
involving individuals who chose layoffs in lieu of transfer.
Interviewers on the staff of the works' industrial relations department were
trained in about three hours, one spent on general instruction in the plan, one
on the mechanics of completing the primary and application forms, and one on
human relations and practice interviewing. As many interviewers as possible
were trained. In this way, the interviewing force was flexible —able to expand
as peak loads came and contract when there were fewer applicants. Without
previous experience with this type of program, we could only estimate how
many of those laid off would make application for supplemental unemployment
benefits. Our experience (during a nearly complete temporary shutdown of
six weeks) was that more than 90 per cent of those eligible applied. Mondays
and Fridays were times of peak loads.
Our procedures are designed to handle large numbers of applicants in the
shortest possible time. As an applicant enters the employment office, he takes
a numbered tag which designates his turn. A preliminary interviewer sees that
the applicant has his state check, his state verification of the week for which the
check was issued and personal identification. If any of these is missing, the
OCTOBER, 1937
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applicant is referred to a special interviewer. If he has the required documents, his tabulating card is taken from the file and his benefit number is
written on the face of a folder. Numbers are assigned from a benefit number
book and the individual's check number is recorded in it. This book provides
a basic control over the issuance of benefit numbers. No benefit payment is
possible without a benefit number.
The applicant moves to a regular interviewer, who inspects the tabulating
card for any disqualifying information which may have been entered and
verifies with the applicant his clock number, social security number, date of
layoff, and home address. The forms already mentioned are filled out. About
five minutes is required to complete each form. With their completion, the
interviewer forwards the file folder to an employee representing management
for review and approval and the, applicant is given a copy of the primary statement and of the application. This concludes the interview phase and all forms
are turned over to the accounting department for calculation of benefits.
Calculation and Payment of Benefifs
In benefit calculations, the first determination to be made is whether the
applicants have sufficient credit units to warrant payments. At this point it is
well to describe how credit units are accumulated. Employees are credited with
a fraction of a credit unit for each work week for which they receive pay for 32
or more hours. (Prior to September 1, 1957, seniority status at the plan's inception affected this. ) A maximum of 26 units can be accumulated at any one
time under the plan. No units are credited unless an employee has one year of
seniority in the bargaining unit. However, as soon as employees have attained
one year of seniority and are on the active employment roll in the bargaining
unit, they are credited with accumulated credit units on the same basis. At the
time employees are laid off, the payroll department, calculating backwards from
the last week worked, builds up credit units until a maximum of 26 is accumulated. This accumulation is posted on the individual's earnings record card.
The number of benefit payments an employee receives depends upon:
1. The number of credit units he has accumulated.
2. Level of the trust fund for the week for which benefits are paid.
3. The employee's seniority.
Duration of benefits can vary from a fraction of a week to a maximum of 26
weeks for any one continuous period of layoff. The following table shows the
number of credit units to be canceled with each benefit payment under various
trust -fund positions:
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N U M BE R OF CRE D I T U N I T S C AN CE LLE D FO R W E E K LY S U PP LE M E N T A L BE N E F I T S

Trust fund position for week of
payment
85% or over
76-84.99%
67 - 75.99 17o
58 - 66.99,fo
49-57.99%
40 - 48.99 17o
31 - 39.99%
22-30-99%
13-21.99%
4-12. 99 ,70
Under 4 9o'

Seniority
1 to 5 5 to 10 10 to 15 15 to 20 20 to 25 25 years
years years
years
years
years and over
1.00
1.11

1.25
1.43
1.67
2.00
2.50
3.33
5.00
10.00

1.00
1.00
1.11

1.25
1.43
1.67
2.00
2.50
3.33
5.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.11

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.25
1.43
1.67
2.00

1.11
1.25
1.43
1.67

1.00

1.00

2.50

2.00

1.67

1.43

3.33
2.50
2.00
No benefits payable

1.67

1.11

1.00

1.25
1.43

1.11
1.25

Two types of benefits are payable (but not for the same period). Special
benefits are amounts not to exceed $25, which, when added to the employee's
state unemployment payment and other compensation, will equal 65 per cent
of his straight -time after -tax earnings for a 40 -hour week. Special benefits are
paid for each of the first four full weeks of any continuous layoff period for
which an employee is eligible for weekly supplemental benefits. They are limited to four in any one calendar year until the trust -fund position reaches 49
per cent for the first time. After this position is reached, they are limited to
eight in any one calendar year but only four during any one layoff period.
Regular benefits are amounts not to exceed $25, which, when added to an employee's state unemployment payment and other compensation, will equal 60
per cent of his straight -time after -tax earnings for a 40 -hour week.
To initiate benefit- payment calculations, tabulating cards which have been
previously established for all laid -off employees and contain permanent clock
numbers, accumulated credit units, and average weekly earnings, are used as
a basis. From the primary statements of eligibility form, the number of withholding -tax exemptions is secured and the amounts of withholding taxes calculated, based on average weekly earnings. From the application form, there is
taken the date of the week for which application is being made, type of benefit
(regular or special), amount of state benefit, and any other compensation received. This information is key - punched into the cards. The amounts of the
benefit payments are calculated, using an electronic data processing machine.
The output cards are processed through an electric accounting tabulating machine which prints triplicate Work Sheets for Computation of Benefits (Exhibit
1). All data appearing on these sheets, which has not been included in the
tabulating cards, is developed into the program for electronic data processing.
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EXHIBIT 1

The payroll department maintains a file for each benefit payment, containing a
copy of the two application forms and the triplicate copies of work sheets for
computation of benefits. The original and duplicate copies of the latter forms
are sent to the industrial relations department for its files.
The tabulating cards, along with name- and - address cards, are used to prepare
benefit payment checks and check registers. After printing, the checks are taken
into custody by the works cashier. They are in a continuous form and are processed through an imprinting- bursting machine where the trustee's signature is
affixed, and the checks are physically separated, following which they are mailed.
Vol u m e Ha n d l e d
The procedures described in this case study were the first experience of this
operation in handling a supplemental unemployment benefit plan. Additional
experience undoubtedly will show where improvements can be made. However,
the success and workability of these methods can be seen in the fact that 6,281
applications were processed and approved for 1,297 people between September
1 and December 31, 1956.
"Co st of Pro du cti on" of Dum p ed Goo ds
I t i s n ot e d i n t h e A u gu s t 1957 i s s ue of t h e Co st A c co u n t a n t ( E n gl a n d ) t h at r e gul at i o ns
of the Brit ish Board o f T r a d e u n d e r t he C us t o ms D u t i e s Ac t 1957 de fi ne "c os t of pr od uc t i o n " for the pur po se of de t e rm i ni n g wh e t he r go o d s ar e b e i n g du m p e d from abro ad, in a
ma n ne r whi ch incl ude s many "ove rhe ads ". It is furt he r com me nt e d: "I t is we l l kn o w n
t hat it is the pr i nc i pl e o f m a rgi na l co st i n g wh i c h unde rl i e s the e con omy of the pro du ce r 's
de ci sion to d u m p hi s go od s ab r oa d . It is i nt e re st i ng t hat the de fe nce agai nst this on the
part of t he i m p o r t i n g c om p a n y is base d on t he co mp u t a t i o n b y absor pt i on cost i ng. M ore over, the absorption cost goes so far as to include interest on capital employed."
It
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Calling All Inventory -And Processing It Mechanically
by B. J. WOOD
that our inventories would increase
R many times. Despite the fact that we already
had a systematic inventory
ECE N T LY , A LOOK AHE AD SUGGESTED

setup under an inventory control committee and a system of serial inventories by
warehouse and other locations, it looked as though inventorying would become
a monumental task.
This paper will describe the successful use of a voice recording machine in
place of manually prepared inventory tags. It will also describe how this voice
recording procedure has been effectively combined with punched card and
mechanical posting techniques.
The magnitude of our problem of taking physical inventories and reconciling
them to book values is reflected in the following statistics:
170

1953

Total value of materials
$15,000,000.
Total number of material items
45,000
Total number of stockrooms
25
Different units of measure
11
Square feet of stockroom area
300,000

1956
$60,000,000.
56,000
45
19
600,000

Increase
300
25
80
73
100

There are separate inventory control accounts and stores records, with company and government -owned materials segregated, for six categories of materials
and there is separate identification of receipts and issues and a separate count
for each category. These categories, or groups are:
1. Aluminum and steel sheets.
2. Castings and forgings.

3. Electrical and hydraulic parts.

4. Engines and propellers.
5. Paints and chemicals
6. Supplies.

Centralized material control records are maintained on accounting posting
machines and reflect status of quantities on order, receipts and issues, balance
on hand, average unit cost and requirements status. Attached to the posting
B. J. WOOD is Cost Accountanting Supervisor, Convair, a division of General Dynamics
Corporation, San Diego, California. He has held this position since he joined this company
in 1952. Previously Mr. Wood was employed by General Motors Corporaton as a cost
accountant at the Electro Motive Division in La Grange, Illinois.
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EXHIBIT 1
ma ch in es a re elect ronic inter - couplers whi ch ge n e ra t e p u n c h e d ca rds as a bypr o d u c t o f t h e p o st i n g o p e r a t i o n s. T h e se c a r d s a r e t h e m e d i a b y wh i c h c h a r g e s

are distributed to programs, contracts, work orders and accounts. The cost
ledger detail is all compiled and printed by tabulating equipment.
In no va t io ns Ad op ted
A survey of physical inventory methods employed by other airframe manufacturers was made in 1953
.
and extended to industries not related to airframe
manufacture, including chain drug stores and food markets. It was in the
latter that a new device for transmittal of inventory data came to notice,
namely, voice recording equipment. The use of voice recording equipment
was adopted by our company as the foundation for improved physical
inventory procedures after a thorough testing of dictation of inventory quantities
and material identification onto plastic recording belts. Another innovation was
adopted. After thorough testing, it was found that keypunch operators could
listen to the belt recording and directly punch cards for effective tabulation.
The third and fourth innovations were the matching of the currently maintained master material number deck of punched cards against these inventory
tickets as a quick audit of material numbers and descriptions, and the simultaneous machine posting of material control quantities and prices on material
stores records and inventory balance cards, giving us mechanically all quantity
differences for analysis and determination of recount requirements. Our
procedure is shown schematically in Exhibit 1.
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Preparing for and Recording Inventory
In the two -week period prior to the physical inventory date, scheduled by
the inventory committee for a specific group, the following steps are taken:
1. The stockroom concerned is reviewed to insure that it is physically
neat and orderly, all incoming material has been stocked, aisles
allow free passage, and stock is visible from the aisles.
2. At the same time, all materials in the store -room are checked to

determine the presence of a material supply tag. (This tag is
attached to bundles, packages, etc., as received from the vendor).

up

3. Precount tags are prepared for items in open stock, i.e., material
removed from the warehouse, the original shipment being broken
for quantities required for production. Even in the 'open
stock" area the materials are being continuously reviewed by storekeepers in their odd moments to re- group, count and seal material.
On the day scheduled for inventory, the coordinator determines the cut -off
in terms of the serial number of the last receiving ticket which he will consider
in inventory as well as the last stores requisition which he will consider out
of inventory. This information is supplied to stores, material control, and cost
accounting departments for reconcilation purposes. Then, accompanied by a
stores representative, the coordinator voice records the inventory data for all
items in the category of material being inventoried. As he proceeds up and
down the aisles of the stockroom, he announces the following information:
1. Group (category) number (for

the start of each belt, only).
2. Row number (for the start of

each row only).

3. Shelf number (for the start
of each shelf only).
4. Material number.
5. Unit of measure.

6. Quantity.
The use of two hundred feet of extension cord, gives the coordinator freedom
of movement and leaves the recording equipment stationary. The recording belts
are serially numbered and a control listing is maintained on the first and last
item on each belt by location. Through experience, the coordinator has devel,
oped the best method for calling out the numbers required. For instance, shell
numbers are dictated as "Row 1, Shelf 101. etc." The material code number is
announced in sections of three digits. Thus, material number 127333 would be
dictated "127" (pause) "333". It was found by experiment that this is the
clearest method of identification, because 16, and 60, 17 and 70, 18 and 80,
19 and 90 sound confusingly similar to the ear of the keypunch operator who
will translate the sounds. The unit of measure is to be dictated next, in order
OCTOBER, 1957
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to make a definite separation of the material number and the quantity and
eliminate the possibility of confusing two numeric sequences. The quantity
is, therefore, the last item dictated and it, too, is enunciated in thousands. Thus
1277 would be dictated "1" (pause) "277." The inventory coordinator and
his alternate can record clearly all the data required at a speed of 400 inventory
items per hour.
Punching Item Cards; Comparison to Material Control Records
We have made it a practice to deliver to the keypunch operators all recording
belts completed on the first day of the inventory at the end of that shift and
to forward additional belts in groups of two or three as completed. The operators, using a transcribing instrument, punch inventory item cards directly from
the belts, picking up all six points of information for each item. The card
includes the stores material number but does not carry a part description at this
point. The master material card file already referred to, is maintained by the
tabulating department for preparation and control of a material catalogue
which cross references material number and description. The item cards are
sorted down to material number and matched against the master material card
file for the inventory group to obtain part description. The matchoff, in addition
to supplying description, provides an automatic rejection of invalid material
numbers and of items from other groups inventoried inadvertently.
The inventory item cards are then listed by material number and stores
count. The listing is forwarded to cost accounting for later test audit to the
final priced inventory listings. Whenever an item is stored in more than one
location, more than one inventory item card has been developed for each such
material number. These inventory item cards are combined into item summary
cards for each material number for ease in comparing with control records.
We have now developed the following records:
1.

2. Inventory summary card
Inventory item card
3. List of all items counted in inventory

At this point we are concerned with the comparison of our physical inventory
counts with on -hand balances shown on our control records. These records are
maintained on stores ledger cards posted by means of an accounting machine.
As noted before, by use of an intercoupler, posting operations on these machines
are wired into a keypunch machine. Posting of receiving reports and material
requisitions results in punched cards for these transactions. At the physical
inventory date, last- line -of- balance tabulating cards are produced for the
22
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quantity on hand per the material ledger cards. These last - line -of- balance cards
include the latest moving average unit cost, which is ultimately used to price
the final inventory listing. By merging this card file with the inventory item
summary cards, recount summary cards of differences are produced. These
cards reflect the total physical inventory quantity count of a single material
number at all locations versus stores ledger card quantity balances.
After extending the differences (plus or minus) times the moving average
unit cost, the recount summary card deck is mechanically purged of all items
where dollar differences fall above a pre - selected minimum value. The resulting
recount item summary inventory difference cards are now listed on an inventory
recount record sheet. The recount listings, the inventory item summary cards
listed for recount and inventory item cards are forwarded to stores locations.
Recounts and Adjustments; Final Inventory Summary
It should be noted that the recount listings are serially numbered as to assure
control of the items selected for recounts, and also to assure return of the
inventory item summary cards to the material control department. Stores personnel, upon receipt of the listings and cards, perform a physical recount of these
items. It is our practice that in the course of recount, all boxes be opened,
counted, and resealed. The recount quantity, whether it varies or not from the
original count, is entered in the appropriate block on the inventory item summary
card. Cost accounting personnel observe the recount operations.
One copy of the completed recount listings is sent to the cost accounting
department and one copy maintained in stores. The original copy, together
with the inventory item summary cards, is sent to material control which now
posts to the stores ledger cards the recount item quantities and the inventory
quantities of the items not sent down for recount. The item summary cards
are validated for the posting machine for unit price, inventory quantity, and
record quantity. The validated inventory item summary cards are then sent to
the tabulating department. We now have all the information to prepare the
final priced inventory listing.
The tabulating department prepares a final priced inventory listing which
is sent to the cost accounting department for audit and reconciliation to the
general ledger control accounts for each inventory group. This auditing runs
from total quantity on the preliminary run to total quantity on the final run,
to make sure that all quantity changes have been a result of acceptable action.
Once this point is assured, the dollar reconciliation of the physical inventory
to the book balance is performed. An interesting feature of our final priced
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inventory listings is the printing of physical quantities and values, quantities and
values per stores ledger cards, and quantity and value difference.
Key Results
Through the operation of the present mechanized procedure, many time consuming manual operations have been automatically eliminated, including:
1. Writing and hanging of tags.
2.

Counting, so far as the majority
of items in stores is concerned.

3. Pulling of inventory tags.
4. Hand - sorting inventory tags to
account for serial numbers.

5. Hand - sorting inventory tags
material sequence for posting to store records.
The improved procedures for the recording and compilation of our physical
inventories have reduced costs and interruptions of production. They have also
reduced by one -half the time cycle from count to final reconciliation to our
inventory control records. The accuracy of the end result has also been improved.
The success of the voice recorder is probably due to the fact that we now have
inventory information reported by one man, the inventory coordinator.
By keypunching directly from a recording belt, the preparation of inventory
tickets has become a routine task. This operation also helps to compress the
cycle time involved in the physical inventory procedures. Cards are being punched
while the physical inventory is in process. These cards are quickly prepared
for posting to material control records and also provide the basis for preparation
of final inventory listings. By matching the inventory tickets against the master
material numbers deck, we have a low cost, dependable means of checking the
accuracy of material numbers and of descriptions of the materials.
Perhaps the greatest advantage of the entire system is the speed with which
differences between physical counts and stores quantities can be determined.
By mechanically matching die quantities on the inventory tickets with the
quantities on stores records, the items which need to be analyzed and recounted
are automatically identified. Stores personnel know which items need to be
recounted, and they know where these items are located. Meanwhile, the stores
ledger posting can proceed on items for which the physical count and stores
ledger card quantities are in balance.
As a matter of further interest, we wish to point out that the entire voice
recording inventory procedure was reviewed in detail with our outside auditors
before installation. During the three years that the voice recording procedure
has been in use, they have indicated their full confidence in its reliability.
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Application of Job Evaluation
In a Medium Size Company
by BRUCE C. BRYANT
they are being paid fairly for their jobs in relation
to other jobs having greater, lesser or similar requirements. The realization of these facts made us start thinking about job evaluation.
Our first step was to appoint a five -man committee to be known as the wage
and salary committee. This committee consisted of the controller, who acted as
chairman, factory administration manager, labor relations manager, office manager of the retail division, and office manager of the wholesale division. It was
decided that the program should cover jobs from the clerical level up to, but
not including, top management. Our immediate concern was for the clerical
level, but we felt that supervisors and middle management personnel should be
included in the program for the same basic reasons as clerical personnel.
Since many employees had no idea what job evaluation meant, a flyer was
prepared covering the following topics:

E

M P L O Y E E S LIKE TO F EE L

1. What is job evaluation?
3. What are the steps in job evaluation?
2. What will it accomplish?
4. What is your responsibility?
5. Rate ranges and adjustments.
The employees were then divided into groups of approximately twenty-five
and the whole program was explained to them in detail. job description questionaires (Exhibit 1 ) were distributed and each employee was requested to fill
his out carefully, being reminded that he (or she) knew more about his (or
her) particular duties than anyone else. Assurance was given that there would
be no rate reduction for any employee whose rate fell above the maximum
for the job. It was stressed that the study was of jobs and not of people.
The Evaluation and Point Rating Process
It will be noted from Exhibit 1 that we asked for information such as general
responsibilities, specific duties, knowledge and judgment required, confidential
BRUCE C. BRYANT is Office Manager of the Freeman Shoe Corporation, Beloit, Wis.
consin. Prior to his present position, he was a staff accountant for Collins Radio Company,

Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and earlier served as Assistant Office Manager for Commercial Solvents
Corporation, Peoria, Illinois. Mr. Bryant has taught accounting at Bradley University,
Peoria, Illinois.
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JO B D E S CR I PT I ON QU E ST I ON N AI R E
(I n act u al u s e , ap p r o p r i a t e s p ac e i s a l l o w e d fo r re p l i e s )
1. G E N E R A L R E S P O N S I B I L I T I E S
S t a t e t h e m a j o r r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s o f y o u r j ob. E x a m p l e : " P l a n , s c h e d u l e ,
and supe rvi se acti vit ies in the accounts rece ivable section of the credit
de partme nt .
2. S P E C I F I C D U T I E S
a.
Pe ri od ic and Occasio nal Dut ies :
De scr ib e in d etail the wor k you p erf orm at def ini te p eri ods each
we e k , e a c h m o n t h , e t c . E x a m p l e : C o m p u t e t i m e c a r d s s e m i m o n t h l y . I f y o u h a v e n o p e r i o d i c d u t i e s , p l e a s e w r i t e "N o n e . "
b.

R e gu l ar D ut i e s
D e s c r i b e i n d e t a i l t h e w o r k y o u p e r f o r m r e g u l a r l y . E x a m p l e 1.
P r e p a r e c o s t e s t i m a t e s . 2. F i l e c o r r e s p o n d e n c e . W h e r e t h e r e
a r e s e v e r al du t i e s invol ve d i n your pos i t i on, s h ow e a c h s e p a ra t e l y
an d in o rd er of pe rform ance . Pl ease n u mb er t he du ti es .

3. S P E C I A L I Z E D K N O W L E D G E R E Q U I R E D
Wh a t s p e c i a l i z e d k n o w l e d g e d o e s t h e p o s i t i o n r e q u i r e , s u c h a s b o o k k e e p i n g, a c c o u n t i n g , c o m p t o m e t r y , t y p i n g , e t c .
4. J U D G M E N T R E Q U I R E D
I f i n d e p e n d e n t j u d g m e n t i s r e q u i r e d , gi v e e x a m p l e s .
5. R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y F O R C O N F I D E N T I A L I N F O R M A T I O N
P l e a s e e x p l a i n i f y o u r p o s i t i o n r e q u i r e s t h e r e s p o n s i b i l i t y f o r r e c o r d s of
a confidential n a t u r e .
6. W H A T P E R S O N S I N O T H E R D E P A R T M E N T S W I T H I N T H E C O R P O R A T I O N
D O Y OU C O N T A C T R E G U L A R L Y I N P E R F O R M I N G Y O U R W O R K ?
E xample: F o r e m e n , De part me n t He ad , Co n tr o l le r , etc. '
7. W H A T P E R S O N S O U T S I D E T H E C O R P O R A T I O N D O Y O U C O N T A C T
GULARLY I N PE RFORMI N G YOUR WORK?
Example: C u s t o m e rs , su pp l ie rs , trans p ort ati o n agen cie s , etc.

RE-

8 . WH A T E Q U I P M E N T D O YOU U SE I N Y O U R W O R K ?
TYPE
U SE - R E G U L A R L Y o r O C C A S I O N A L L Y
a.

b.

9. N U M B E R O F E M P L O Y E E S Y OU S U P E R V I SE

EXHIBIT 1

information, contacts, equipment used, and employees supervised. Approval
of completed forms by the department supervisor was required in order
to make sure no important operation had been omitted or fictitious operations
added. As was expected, some questionnaires were filled out in too much detail while others had to be returned in order to secure more detailed information. The completed questionnaires were turned over to the wage and salary
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committee. Department heads were rated by the controller and factory administrative manager, while the clerical employees were rated by the other three
members of the committee.
All employees were rated according to the nine factors to be found in Exhibit
The complexity and judgment, initiative, education and experience factors
indicate a requirement for specific knowledge and ability on the part of the
individual who fills the job. The errors, contacts, and supervision factors take
into account relative responsibilities which must go with a job. The physical
demands and the working conditions factors measure the desirability of one job
as compared to another. The weights given to these nine factors are not the
same for any job and the proportions differ with jobs. Moreover, some factors
have more gradations than others. There are nine grades or degrees to the
experience factor and only six grades to the physical demands and working
condition factors. The evaluation plan identifies the experience factor and its
varying degrees as follows:
2.

The experience factor is to be considered after the education requirement
has been determined and should indicate the time required, on the average,
for an individual having the specified educational background to acquire
sufficient general knowledge of company or departmental activities and to
learn the specific job. Its gradations are as below:
Grade

Experience required

Grade

1

Under 1 month
1 to 3 months
3 to 6 months
6 months to 1 year
1 to 3 years

6
7
8
9

2

3
4
5

Experience required

3 to 5 years
5 to 7 years
7 to 10 years
over

10

years

A scoring sheet for grade levels (Exhibit 3) was used to apply factor gradations to jobs and grade numbers were inserted in the proper columns in this
process. The conversion of these grades into points to complete the evaluation
was accomplished by reference to Exhibit 2. For example, if the job showed
Grade 3 for the education factor, 45 points were given for this. Twenty job
levels were then established as shown in Exhibit 4. It is important to note that
each job was rated individually by the committee members. Any disagreement
was thoroughly discussed before a final grade was assigned. A further check
for accuracy was to make a spread sheet showing the factors in the left hand
column and listing the jobs across the page. This provided a means of spotting
obvious inequities in points assigned. For example, if the experience factor on
job A was rated at grade 4 (6 months to 1 year) comparison with job B, which
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P O IN T V A LU E S O F E V A LU AT IO N F AC TO R S B Y G R AD ATI O N S

10
20
30
40
60
80
100
125
150

5
10
20
40
60
80
100

5
10
20
30
50
70
100

Wo r k i n g
conditions

15
30
45
60
80
100
125

P h ys i c a l
Demands
5
10
15
20
30
40

5
10
15
20
30
40
-

Cont acts

Su pe rvi s io n
5
10
20
40
60
80
100
•125

-

-

-

Errors

-

-

-

10
20
40
60
80
100
125

Expe ri ence

-

15
30
45
60
80
100
125
150

Edu c at i o n

-

&

1.
2.
3.
4.
E.
6.
7.
8.

In i t i a t i v e

-

Compl exity
judgment

b

-

u
'o

EXHIBIT 2

required more experience but which was also rated as grade 4, made necessary
to make the following adjustment:
1. Raise Job B to grade 5 or
2. Lower job A to grade 3 if Job B is correct as grade 4.
SC OR I N G

Grade

FOR

GRADE

Points

LEVELS

Fact or
Grade
Points
Co nt act s
P hys i cal
demands
Working
conditions
Supe rvis ion
TOTAL:
J o b Le v e l A s s i gn e d :
_

&

Factor
Complexity
judgment
Initiative
Education
Experience
Errors

SHEET

J ob T i t l e As s i gn e d:

EXHIBIT 3

A job description as shown in Exhibit 5, was written when point ratings
were complete. At this stage (and earlier), it became clear that knowing the
JOB

Point
ran ge
U n d e r 100
100 -120
125 -145
150 -170
175 -195
20 0 -2 20
22 5 -2 45

Job
Level
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

LE V E LS

AN D PO I N T

Point
rang e
25 0 -2 70
27 5 - 29 5
300 - 3 2 0
325 -3 45
350 - 3 7 0
375 -3 95
40 0 - 42 0

Job
Level
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

V AL U E S

Point
range
42 5 -4 45
45 0 -4 70
47 5 -4 95
500 -5 20
525 -5 45
550 -5 70
575 -5 95

Job
Level
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

EXHIBIT 4
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jobs and company situation can be a disadvantage in that there is the tendency to
evaluate the individual on the job. We had to be especially careful not to let
any prejudice enter into the evaluation process.
Matching Job Levels and Prevailing Pay Rates
One of the most important aspects of a job evaluation program, both from
the standpoint of the employee and the success of the program itself is that
of matching job levels to pay rates at the "going rates" in the area. Simultaneously with distributing job evaluation questionnaires we began collecting
information from various local firms and also used some local rate surveys which
were available. Several representative jobs were chosen and graphs were made
comparing our rates with other firms. From this information, it was possible
to set up a reasonable rate schedule for the various job levels we had established. A minimum, maximum, and mid -point were established for each job,
allowing approximately a twenty -five per cent spread (twelve and one -half per
cent above and below the mid - point) for clerical jobs. Narrow differentials
were set on the lower level jobs and these ranges became uniformly progressively wider as the responsibilities of the job level increased.
Initial Adjustments and Pay Rate Reviews
Numerous initial pay adustments were made in putting the plan into operation. We decided upon a six -month salary review for employees falling between the minimum and mid -point of their job and a yearly review for employees between the mid -point and maximum. The initial adjustments were
made as follows:
1. Employees below minimum were raised to the minimum of their
level.
2. Employees between minimum and mid - point, if they had not received an increase in the past six months, were eligible for an increase up to five per cent of their present salary.
3. Employees between mid -point and maximum, if no raise had been
received during the last year were eligible for an increase of five
per cent at this time.
The date of the initial adjustment, if any, became the employee's anniversary
date for his next salary review. If no initial adjustment was made, the anniversary date became either six or twelve months from the time of the last previously granted increase.
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JOB

DES C R IP TION

Job Le vel
Ap p ro ved By

Position_
Departm ent

Dep t. Head
Gen era l Du ties an d R esp o n sib ilities :
( su it ab le
Ed u c at io n :

sp ace

Ex perien ce :
( su it able sp aces

provid ed )
S u p e r v is i o n :
pro vided)

EXHIBIT 5

Increases are initiated by department heads who merit rate their employees
twice a year. These increases are screened by the office manager to see that they
conform to the established procedure. In some instances, it may be necessary
to deviate slightly from the rules set up but, for the most part, a consistent
pattern is followed. Increases up to seven and one -half per cent of present
salary is allowed if the employee was between the mid -point and maximum of
his level. The average employee c a n progress to the mid -point of his job
level without too much difficulty but, beyond that point, superior performance
is required. For employees with fifteen years of service and exceptional performance, a special merit maximum increase of five per cent is available.
Plan Maintenance; Improved Morale
The success of job evaluation program depends largely upon communication.
All employees must be aware of what is happening. Even more important is
training the supervisor in executing the program. Wrong information relayed
from the supervisor to the employee throws the proverbial monkey wrench into
the operation. Also, the supervisor's attitude reflects the success of the program within his own department. Still further, job evaluation is a continuing
process in which follow -up is a very important phase.
What are the effects of a program such as this? After one year of operation,
the most important result seems to be that the majority of employees appear to
be happier. They feel they are being paid for their job on the same basis as the
next person. They know that, if they do a good job, they will not have to
ask their supervisor for a raise. They are consciously or unconsciously striving
for a higher rated job. There has been a reduction in personnel turnover. In
short, the over -all outcome of this undertaking has been most worthwhile.
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Budgeting Policy and Practice
in a Decentralized Company
I. Company Budget Policy
by ERNST E. BAREUTHER
of the paper is to describe the budget policy
T of our company on the corporate
level. Philco manufactures and sells
HE P UR P O S E O F T H I S P A R T

a variety of products for the home, for industry, and for the armed services.
Organizationally, because of the size of the business and its varied activities,
Philco has followed a decentralized concept of operations. Nine separate,
autonomous divisions have been established and each of these divisions is
organized almost as a separate company.
At the corporate level, each member of the staff at Philco who reports to
the president, is responsible, linewise, for his own operating group and, in
addition, is functionally responsible for his counterpart at the divisional level.
For example, my office is directly responsible for the preparation of the company's consolidated financial reports and budgets, for the establishment of
general policy, standards and procedures of accounting, for the direction of
corporate activities such as consolidations, internal audit, tabulating and
methods. In addition, I am responsible for the functional direction and
coordination of the divisional accounting and budget activities.
Sound budgeting, in essence, is nothing more than planning. It is the
coordination, and expression in dollars and cents, of the forward planning of
any activity. A real budget for research expenditures is the result of a thorough,
detailed appraisal of the objectives of the research program, the establishment
of the specific projects to be undertaken, and the manpower and expenses
required to accomplish the objectives. A sound product cost budget is the
expression of the design, engineering, and manufacturing planning put into
the conception and production of that product. A profit and loss budget is
the consolidation of the results of the planning.
Industry today is generally planning and budgeting ahead for longer periods
of time than ever before. Much has been written and many talks have been
given about one year, three year, or five year programs. A growing number of
E. E. BAREUTHER is Controller of Philco Corporation. He has been associated with this
company since 1939, progressively serving as Chief Accountant of several of its divisions,
then as budget director for the company, and, since 1952, as Controller.
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companies are budgeting even ten years and more ahead. We believe, that in
our business, one year is too short, ten years is impractical and five years is a
mandatory period. We know that short -range planning is not sufficient. In
order to continue the growth of the company, to realize our objectives as to
the kind and size of business we are trying to build, and to achieve the return
on investment which we need to make our enterprise a successful one, we must
plan carefully each phase of our business and chart our course for the next five
years. Philco's basic budget philosophy, therefore, is that long range planning
for a five -year period is essential to the progress of the business and that complete budgets, both on a short -term and long -term basis, are essential tools.
Plan of the Five -Year Plan
At the corporate level, we have a five -year planning committee, chairmanned
by the president of the company and consisting of the chairman of the board,
the executive vice president, five other vice presidents, including the assistant
to the president and those whose responsibilities are manufacturing, purchasing,
research and engineering, and the treasurer and the controller. This committee,
ten men in all, seems large, but each of the executives on the committee is
directly concerned with functions within the operating divisions, is an expert
within his field, and contributes heavily to the overall planning program. This
committee establishes the ground rules for the five -year planning, counsels and
assists the divisions in the development of their planning.
At the divisional level, each has a five -year planning committee consisting
of the division head and, to the extent appropriate, representatives of the
divisional engineering, design, manufacturing, sales and financial departments.
Under our five -year plan, each division is required to submit to each member
of the corporate five -year planning committee by October 15 of each year a
complete program of its planning for the five years ahead. These presentations
are analyzed individually by the members of the corporate committee and, then,
in a formal joint meeting of the corporate and divisional committees, they are
thoroughly and objectively discussed and reviewed. Revisions in the planning
are requested where necessary and the divisional plan is ultimately approved.
The five -year planning presentation of each division has been standardized
to the extent possible while remaining consistent with the varying businesses
covered. Each presentation contains a written report covering the planning for
each phase of the business, supplemented by graphs, statistical data, and financial
data. Basically, each presentation includes a complete report on32
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Planning for products or
services sold.
2. Marketing and merchandising planning.

1.

3. Manufacturing, including
facilities, planning.
4. Organization planning.
5. Financial summary.

You will note that the financial summary, or budget, comes last. We place
great emphasis on the details of the planning which must be brought into
focus before a pencil can be put to the plans. Budgets are only as good as the
thought, attention and planning that goes into the assumptions used in preparing them. It is perhaps academic, but certainly true, that a good job of
profit and loss budgeting depends on sound planning of product design and
engineering, sales volume, manufacturing costs, and administrative expenses.
Product, Market, Manufacturing and Organization Planning
In the part of the five -year plan relating to products and services sold, we
require the division to outline historical industry and Philco unit and dollar
data for a five -year prior period. We insist upon inclusion of forecasts of
future industry unit and dollar volume as secured from trade association forecasts, data supplied by outside consulting economists and data developed by
our own research and sales groups. We require an outline in written form of
the broad objectives of the division's design, engineering, and sales groups in
improving and changing existing products, and in developing new products.
We require explanation of why these objectives have been adopted and how
they will be pursued. We want to know what Philco unit volume is planned
and how this unit volume relates to the forward forecasts previously mentioned.
We want to know price trends and how prices relate to price forecasts.
A similar written report is required in the plan section on marketing and
merchandising planning. Here again, the financial budget figures on costs
cannot be determined until the planning is outlined and, even then, they tell
only part of the story. The present methods of distribution are analyzed and
commented upon. Improvement or changes are recommended, where necessary.
Advertising and sales promotion needs are outlined in detail. Sales plans to
meet the goals which have been adopted are set forth.
The manufacturing section of the five -year plan covers, of course, the objectives of proper employee efficiency, good product duality, and sound product
costs and facilities. What are our cost objectives and how do we propose to
attain them? Are present quality standards acceptable or how will we improve
them? What cost reduction programs are contemplated? Are facilities inadequate or excessive? If so, why and what is planned to correct either situation?
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Organization planning is important in the development of any planning
program. Organization charts are included in the report. Deficiencies in
present manpower, contemplated changes to strengthen the organization, additional positions to aid in accomplishing the five -year program, all are outlined.
Financial Section of the Five -Year Plan
The financial section of each five -year plan is, of course, the summary of
the dollar evaluation of the combined plans. Included is a profit and loss plan,
showing by years the sales objectives, profit contribution goals, anticipated fixed
plant, administrative, and other expense levels, and the net operating profit
results. I do not want to digress from a discussion of budgets to one of direct
costing but, since I mentioned profit contribution, I would like to make the
point that all of these profit and loss plans are presented on a direct cost
approach. We believe firmly in the advantages of direct costing and have
adopted it for internal purposes in the preparation of all profit and loss reports,
profit forecasts, budgets, and for pricing purposes.
The financial section also includes a balance sheet plan showing by years
the anticipated inventory levels, receivable balances, capital investment, liabilities, etc. Included is a capital expenditure schedule showing details of facilities
and equipment required as a result of the planning. Included, also, is a statement of funds showing the cash flow plan over the five -year period.
The complete five -year budget financial data and written report is considered
to be one of the most important of management's tools. Because it must review
with top management its business for five years ahead, each division must
determine the specific planning for its design, engineering, manufacturing and
sales activities. Preparation of the five -year plan enables the division to coordinate the planning of these various activities and to make certain that all
members of the divisional management team are pulling together to achieve
the objective agreed upon. Top management becomes calibrated with divisional
planning, determines whether that planning individually and collectively meets
the company's objective, ascertains whether the overall corporation volume and
profits are satisfactory, and determines the financing needs of the company.
Budgeting five years ahead allows sufficient time for either level of management
to ensure a change in the planning of any segment of the business.
We know that long -range planning cannot result in the establishment of
finite plans which will remain static. We do know however, that formalization
of long -range planning requires that considerable thought and attention be
given to each and every phase of the business and that it does bring into focus
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the areas which are weak and require attention. We do know that it results in
a teamwork approach to our business problems and that it definitely stimulates
action towards profitable operations.
Recognizing that our five -year planning does not stay constant, Philco's
program provides for its divisional committees to meet periodically through
the year to review their planning. Six months after the original five -year plan
submission, approximately April 15 of each year, the divisional committees
meet with the corporate committee to review any modifications or additions to
the divisional planning. These reviews are for discussion purposes only, however, and only in October is a detailed planning report presented.
Role and Relationship of Short -Range Planning

Now as to our short -range planning. We define our short-range budgets as
covering a period of twelve months ahead. Since the first year of the five -year
plan is subject to less fluctuation than is the fourth or fifth years and is the
summary of the result of the present planning for the immediate road ahead,
we use the first year of the five -year plan as our financial budget for the
following year.
Immediately after approval of the five -year plan in October, each division
prepares and submits to the controller's office a profit and loss operating budget
for the year ahead, broken down by months. In general, this budget, tying into
the annual totals shown in the five -year plan, presents a detailed break -down
of sales, profit contribution, cost and net profits. The budget shows the totals
for the division as a whole and, where more than one product line is involved,
also shows the detail for each of the product lines involved. It is supported by
detailed manufacturing and administrative departmental expense budgets, by
detailed monthly projections of capital expenditures, inventory levels, accounts
receivable balances and cash flow.
The short-range financial summaries are, of course, consolidated and all of
our short-range financial planning for the year ahead is based on these financial
budgets. We determine the cash flow for the corporation and are able to plan
ahead for any short -term financing needed to support special sales terms required
by the sales department or to support required inventory buildups. We are
able to review the planned capital programs and to provide the required funds.
The monthly profit and loss budgets are used in all weekly and monthly
financial reports to compare actual results to planned results. These comparisons
are closely followed by divisional and corporate management, and variations
from planned performances are analyzed so that corrective action may be taken.
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Just as we recognize that our five -year planning will be subject to revision,
modernization and updating many times over the five -year period, so do we
recognize that even our short -range planning for one year ahead may require
revision. Accordingly, our corporate program provides that, quarterly, each
division shall review its short -range planning for production, sales, prices,
margins and expense levels and prepare new summary financial reports for the
succeeding twelve months. Thus, while we establish our objective profit and
loss goals at this time of year for the full year ahead, the following March each
division will reappraise its planning, re- estimate its profit and loss position for
the remainder of the year, and include an estimate for the first three months of
1958. Thus management is continually aware of the planned profit performance
one year out in front. We highlight the current problem areas which may not
be meeting our objectives and keep calibrated on profit and cash planning.
This has been a rather brief description and outline of our philosophy and
general policy on budgets at Philco. As already indicated, we look upon these
budgets with the deepest conviction of their importance in the management
control of the business. They are one of our major tools.

2. Divisional Budget Program
by BERT E. STROMBERG
that budgets are essentially plans comes into much
T sharper focus at the divisional
level where we find it extremely impractical,
HE CONCEPT AT PHILCO

if not impossible, to create a budget without a plan. As has been indicated in
Part 1 of this article, Philco corporate policy has established:
1. A long -range forward planning cycle covering five years ahead.
2. Semi - annual revisions of the five year plan.
3. A short-range planning program covering the next twelve months.
4. Planning for products or services sold.
5. Marketing and merchandising planning.
6. Manufacturing, including facilities planning.
7. Organization planning.
8. Financial summary.
B. E. STROMBERG is Divisional Controller of the Television and Radio Division of Philco
Corporation. He has been with Philco since 1944. Previously, he was Treasurer of the
Stokes Rubber Company.
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Within the framework of this corporate policy, each division undertakes its
five -year planning. The Television and Radio Division embraces three separate
and somewhat autonomous product departments, the television department, the
home radio department (which includes record players, phonon and hi -fi) and
the automotive department. Each product department has its own five -year
planning committees. Since each product follows much the same basic pattern
(with variations), I shall confine attention more generally to television.
Divisional Five -Year Planning Committee
The five -year planning committee includes the department general, sales and
product planning managers, and the chief design engineer, together with the
following divisional representatives: vice - president and general manager, vice president for operations, vice - president for engineering and the controller.
The planning committee does not set out to establish a budget but rather to
evolve a plan. Its objective is to conceive and plan to manufacture, market
and sell merchandise at selling prices and costs which will permit the division
to earn a satisfactory return on investment. Corporate management determines
not only the required return but also fixes the investment base. So rigid is this
investment concept, that use of funds in excess of those established is on a
loan -at- interest basis. This forces recognition by the division and, consequently,
by each department of the need to return not only a reasonable profit on sales
but sufficient sales and profit combined to provide a satisfactory return on investment. The process is basically one of analytically planning what the department
is going to make, how much, at what costs, to be sold at what prices, leaving how
much in the till. To start this analytic cycle, the five -year committee subdivides
itself or appoints numerous sub - committees.
Planning: Price Level, Product, Sales, Personnel
A separate group is assigned to study and evaluate all available statistical
data as to industry volume over the next five years. The volume forecasts are
prepared in sufficient detail to furnish information concerning specific areas
such as portable TV, standard TV, color TV, table models, consoles, etc. Having reached conclusions as to anticipated industry volume, we then summarize
the percentage of industry Philco has attained during the past five years and
carefully plot our estimates of Philco's share over the next five years.
Next, we must know what to expect in the way of price levels. Accordingly,
we expand the data showing industry and Philco volume over the past five
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years and the next five years to show average industry selling prices and average
Philco selling prices. In this step, graphic presentation can be very helpful.
Because of the extremely sensitive relationship between price and volume in
a highly competitive industry, this is most difficult to estimate and frequently
involves controversy when (estimated) prices move in the wrong relation to
anticipated costs. Yet here we frequently find one of the most valuable warnings of future troubles.
While these studies are in process, the product planning and product design
groups are at work preparing product plans and designs for the next five years,
involving painstaking consideration of new products, new concepts, revisions to
existing products, the appropriate timing of the introduction of merchandise, etc.
The design engineering unit is embarked on its planning of advances and developments in circuitry, tubes, etc. The engineering department constantly determines feasibility of ideas, trends, watches the timing, anticipates difficulties in
production, thus integrating ideas with practical consideration.
The sales manager, together with the promotion and advertising managers
prepare recommendations for merchandising and marketing, encompassing all
phases of advertising, promotion and sales activity and including recommendations to continue or revise existing methods of distribution. The report must
include such specific information for the five -year period as number of sales
representatives, field divisions and location breakdowns, costs of sales force, etc.,
the type of promotional activities and related costs, as well as specific recommendations in the national and local advertising fields and the anticipated costs
related to them. In short, the marketing and merchandising program must be
capable of supporting the volume levels which have been planned and the report must tell why.
As a part of the five -year plan, we submit in detail the personnel planning
required to carry out the proposals included in the plan. Organization charts
in some detail are extremely helpful in showing successive changes planned
to carry out major changes in the organization. Important changes in rates of
pay, if sufficient in size to require consideration in the basic plan, are the subject of a written report setting forth the philosophy of the change.
Capital Expenditures and Cost Planning
As these plans take form, it is necesary to relate them to existing manufacturing facilities. We must determine if there is need for revisions, whether we
need more or less plant and what to do about it. This is determined by industrial engineering evaluation of the volume and product planning. Out of this
evaluation and the committee's integration of it with the total plan, we establish
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the basis of the capital expenditures required, a schedule of which must be submitted with the five -year plan.
At a relatively early stage, a cost estimating function is exercised by our cost
engineering department. This department operates under the direction of the
divisional controller and prepares cost estimates of labor, material and total product and studies the relationship between costs and selling prices, actual and
standard costs, etc., to determine what the product as contemplated is likely to
cost. This involves not only an understanding of the circuitry, components, etc.,
but also the recognition of trends in labor rates, labor efficiency, changes in
manufacturing processes, and the like, not only for the next five years but,
more specifically, for the twelve months ahead.
As the broad five -year plan is narrowed down to more specific and detailed
twelve months data, many, if not all, items are more thoroughly and firmly established. In order to bring planning into better focus, the cost engineering
department, in conjunction with product planning and design engineering, prepares detailed estimates of proposed products, showing what those products
would cost at current operating costs for material, labor and burden. This cost
is then paralelled with a second set which we call 'objective costs."
These objective costs are strictly that. They represent where we think we
should, can and must go as regards costs. These objectives are established for
each model, showing material costs, direct labor, and variable burden, together
with all other elements of variable cost. A presentation of the sales, cost and
profit pattern is then prepared on a "direct cost" basis, showing for each model,
quantities, tentative selling prices, the variable cost elements both for objective
costs as well as current costs and profit contribution. Fixed or period costs are
deducted from each product line mix to determine at a relatively early date
whether the line as such will be sufficiently profitable. Frequently, the first approaches to such mix data make it abundantly clear that many ideas must be
seriously revised or abandoned entirely for profit reasons.
The progress toward attaining objective costs is watched by periodic recasting of current estimates of actual against objectives. Each of these revisions
(and there are many) may or may not be worked through to determine the
complete product mix and line profit contribution, since a quick determination
of effect may suffice.
Development and Use of Pricing Standards
As the time approaches when final decisions regarding prices and the release
of new models or products for production must be made we establish what we
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call "pricing standards." These are established through the cost engineering
department, which carefully reviews with the appropriate groups where each
model or product stands cost -wise and profit -wise. Based on the latest information available, final decisions are made after a careful study of the product line
summaries which show selling prices, costs and profit contribution of each
model and product as well as the net profit for the entire line. It is intended
that pricing standards should reflect the cost levels which it is anticipated can be
attained during the period for which selling prices are established. At this time
we relate our pricing costs to our objective costs and drop the objective cost
comparisons as having served their purpose for the particular product line.
The material pricing standard is established on the basis of the latest cost engineering estimate developed in conjunction with the purchasing department.
Pricing standards are established for each item in the bill of materials except for
certain small value items which are grouped. These standards are not the standard material cost recorded in the books of account but are an additional standard
or secondary standard necessitating a two -stage measurement from actual purchase cost to book standard cost, then from book standard cost to pricing standard cost, in order to determine the total material variation. In establishing pricing standards for material, the cost engineer will spend a great deal of time
with the design engineer and the buyer to determine the most economical type
of manufacture, design, tolerance, etc., and often brings to light more economical bases than those established in the so -called normal procurement cycle.
The purchasing department places orders, using pricing standards as its target.
In order to establish the direct labor pricing standard, the industrial engineering department prepares a complete layout for the manufacturing plan and
determines the manpower required. At the same time, the cost engineering department is busy preparing its estimate of the probable direct labor costs based
on experience data trend charts, evaluations of the manufacturing plan, efficiency
anticipated, etc. Then the industrial and cost engineering departments consult
and collaborate in an effort to arrive at a mutually acceptable labor standard.
Final decision is made by the general manager, vice president for operations and
the controller. As with material, here again a two -stage measurement takes place.
All production areas are measured and perform against industrial engineering
basic standards, whereas, for pricing purposes, a contingency cost may have been
provided in addition and is used to measure performance at the management
level. Reports of actual cost compared with both the industrial engineering
standard as well as the pricing standard are prepared but both are not necessarily distributed to all levels of supervision. Actual direct labor cost is accumulated by departments and sub - divisions of departments, by the various classes
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of labor. In addition, the direct labor actual costs are summarized by specific
products within product lines. Man -load reporting of the number of direct labor
operators used against the number allowed is helpful when projected to cover
production schedules for periods out in front.
Burden Levels for Pricing Standards and Budgets
The burden to be absorbed by production is determined from a careful and
exhaustive review of operating costs. We use a fixed and variable budget which
is established for each department, showing in detail the indirect labor and
operating expense allowances by account classification. We also segregate what
we call an "operating hour variable" which is a variable with operating time.
The production planning referred to previously is analyzed just as carefully as
for direct labor and the industrial engineering department must lay out the indirect manpower required to support the planned production operations. Each
work station is evaluated, classified and rated, and divided specifically between
fixed and variable personnel. This may appear to be a thankless job but we feel
that budgets based on any less reliable information would be largely guess work.
We acknowledge that it is a sizeable undertaking for, in the Television and
Radio Division, we have about 7500 employees in many plants and carry over
100 departmental accounts, 30 -odd indirect labor accounts and approximately
70 expense account classifications.
The indirect manpower requirements as determined by the industrial engineering department are converted into dollar equivalents by the budget and
cost control group of the accounting department. These requirements are then
reviewed and related to past experience before being recommended. The expense budget is prepared for each department by accounts, by evaluating the
needs of each department against experience, production plans and other data
to insure relativity to actual needs. Every department head is a party to his
budget and must agree that the budget finally adopted is acceptable and attainable. This makes it necessary to hold many meetings to resolve the budget.
We carefully segregate all expenses which are not controllable by departmental supervision and establish budgets for such expenses in what we call
non - controllable departmental classifications. In these classifications, we budget
for taxes, depreciation, insurance, various fringe benefits, and the like. These
expense categories are considered to be the responsibility of operating executives
jointly, and little, if any control is possible at the departmental supervisory
level. In order to compute the required fringe benefit and depreciation budgets,
much careful analysis must be made of the manpower planning, the facilities
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planning, etc. As an example, the facilities planning establishes a capital expenditures schedule which is invaluable in preparing the depreciation estimate.
Our insurance and tax departments are called upon to furnish the very latest
information available to them. Noncontrollable expenses are subject to careful
scrutiny to limit, even spending is beyond departmental control.
When the proposed budgets have been completed, a summary is prepared
which expresses the total burden cost, the fixed burden per set as well as the
variable burden. The burden is also stated in a percentage of direct labor. These
end results are first compared with objective cost levels to determine the effect
on profit plans. In addition, comparisons are made with current budgets and
current actual costs. Rarely can the first budget proposal be accepted. As a result, it is generally necessary that several successive reviews take place. We
make quite a major thing of these reviews. High level executive attention is
given on a serious basis, with all interested parties present, including each department head in turn.
Budget Control Follows Planning

Establishing the factory budgets is only the beginning. Now every effort
must be made to control spending within budget allowances. This is done
through a budget control function which must approve all additions to direct
as well as indirect manpower, compare existing manpower levels in the light
of work schedules, question excess manpower being carried, if any, approve
rate revisions for factory personnel not covered by bargaining units, approve
expenditures in advance of spending, etc. Of course, we use the conventional
appropriation authorization controls. In addition, reports are prepared showing
allowed indirect labor levels for periods in advance, based on production schedules. This permits an evaluation of manpower levels against requirements.
All requisitions for expense material, services, etc., are subjected to a vigorous
questioning by the budget control group in advance of spending to insure, to
the extent practicable, compliance with budget limits and to avoid unnecessary
spending even though within budget limits. Customary historical budget performance reports are published periodically, notifying interested parties of the
performance of each department of each plant against budget. The importance
of reporting actual performance against budget as a matter of history has not
been overlooked and we recognize fully the need for such reports. However, the
challenges to control spending must place the control before the spending.
In addition to the factory departmental budgets, we establish budgets for all
administrative, selling and engineering departments. In these areas, we estabqy
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lish the same objective levels in an effort to prescribe the budget limits. It is
no easy task to create budgets which will cover total planning, then make them
fit the objectives and, finally, make the actuals resemble the budgets. Yet, this is,
in essence, planning for profit, which involves not only planning a product but
the host of related cost areas to plan, produce and sell at a satisfactory profit.
When sales and production budgets have been decided upon, inventory
budget levels are established within which the total investment in raw materials,
work -in- process and finished goods must be kept. This should preclude the
possibility of a continuing build -up of finished goods if sales do not keep pace
with production. Inventory budgets are revised on a quarterly basis, with the
current quarter shown by month. Details to the extent deemed important to an
understanding of the problem must be submitted with the monthly report of
actual to budget. In order to exercise adequate control, each department holds
meetings weekly or less frequently, depending on conditions, to review the relationship between production schedules, sales and inventories.
Estimates of cash requirements must be furnished in connection with the
forecast. Estimates are prepared by month for twelve months in advance and
are revised monthly.
Financial Statements Summarize Planning
Even though the financial summaries of our five -year plans are last on our
list, they are by no means of minor importance. The result of all the planning
finds expression as being good, bad or indifferent, in the financial statements.
The plan includes, in addition to the written departmental reports, financial
summaries some of which have been referred to previously, such as the capital
expenditures and cash requirements schedules. In addition, a profit and loss
statement for each of the five years is presented showing for each product line
in each of the three departments of the division: quantities, sales, variable costs,
profit contribution, fixed expenses and net departmental profit. The profit and
toss statement for the current twelve months ahead is presented by months.
Supporting schedules are appended showing product line mix data, departmental
budgets and other pertinent information.
The balance sheet for each of the five years must indicate the cash levels,
anticipated capital asset levels, inventory levels, etc. Monthly profit and loss
statements are prepared on a direct cost basis, showing actual and budget.
Careful attention is paid to variations from budgets and explanations are required
to cover why the variations occur and steps taken to prevent recurrence.
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An Integrating Force in Operations
This program develops the plan and the resulting budget forecast, but mere
possession of a plan as a budget is not enough. Effective use of the budget and
consequent realization of the objective is largely a matter of constant control
to help integrate the day -to -week, week -to -week and month -to -month actual
results with the objective originally establised. It must be acknowledged that
neither budgets nor controls will take the place of progressive and dynamic
management, but they can be and are an indispensable tool.

HOW TO GET COST CONTROL TEAMWORK
Teamwork is the most vital ingredi- should be taken, have high potential
ent required for success in controlling for securing cooperation in controlling
costs. The figures in accounting reports costs and inspiring the vitally necessary
should serve the same purpose as the teamwork.
It is amazing to see the results obsignals called by the quarterback of a
football team. They tell the team tained by foremen who had little or
no previous interest in statistics, in
what's to be done.
Regardless of the system being used controlling costs after they thoroughly
to control costs, no success will be understand the cost control reports and
achieved in cost control until a thor- know how to use them as tools for
ough explanation of the meaning of cost control.
There are many good systems for
these figures has been given to all supervisors. It is a common experience controlling costs. They all cost money.
to find these reports in the hands of The money spent should produce a
supervisors who have only the vaguest visible return. Teamwork and underidea of how to evaluate the informa- standing will produce returns. Do not
waste time changing systems if you
tion contained in them.
The time spent by the accounting have a good one. Spend your time
department in educating supervisors as making the one you have work. It will
to the meaning of statistics, the con- work when the ones who are to use it
clusions that can be drawn from them understand it. It is your job to see that
with respect to required action, and they do!
CARL R. NELSON
the areas in which this action can and
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State Unemployment Insurance—
A Controllable Tax Cost
by JOE D. RAINE and JOHN E. CORDER
HE OBJECT OF THIS PAPER is to call attention to the fact that unemployment
insurance taxes have about the only sliding rate affecting industry today and
that it will pay business men to familiarize themselves with the laws of their

states and take advantage of the legitimate savings.
The passage of the Federal Social Security Act on August 14, 1935 practically
forced the various states to adopt unemployment insurance laws. This was
accomplished by imposing a tax of three per cent on employers with four or
more employees in covered employment and permitting an employer to off -set
against the Federal tax the amount he pays to a state for unemployment taxes,
up to 2.7 per cent. Although state unemployment laws are more or less alike
because all states conform to standards specified in the Federal Social Security
Act, many important provisions are left to the discretion of the state legislatures.
The state determines the extent of coverage, the number of employees an
employer must have to be subject to the law, the types of employment which
are exempted, the amount of benefits to be paid and the amount of wages subject
to the law. The cost of administering the state systems is paid by the Federal
Government by grants made to the states the laws of which have been approved.

Cooperation
The first policy for a subject employer to adopt if he is to be successful in
cutting unemployment insurance taxation, is that of complete cooperation with
the unemployment insurance department of his state. He should make every
effort to become personally acquainted with key personnel. This will require
some effort but it is not hard to accomplish and is most important in a successful
program designed to save money on unemployment insurance payments.
JOE D. RAINE is engaged in the general practice of law in Louisville. He is one of the

founders and is currently serving as Vice President, Secretary and Director of Briel Industries, Inc.
JOHN E. CORDER is Secretary and Controller of the Black Star Coal Corporation, Louisville, Kentucky. Mr. Corder was formerly employed by Ernst and Ernst, Louisville. Kentucky, for ten years.
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The Basic Importance of the Reserve Account and Merit Rating
State laws are so designed as to offer a reward to employers with a good
employment record. The reward is a reduced rate of tax. A penalty rate applies
to those who do not have a good employment record. The state assigns each
employer a tax rate computed according to the formula in use by that state.
The factors generally considered in computing the tax rate are the total amount
paid into the company's reserve account, claims paid and charged to the account,
and total taxable payrolls. The rating so determined is called a merit rating and
is sometimes referred to as an experience rating. It is based on the employer's
past experience with the unemployment problem. The standard rate for all
states is 2.7 per cent of taxable pay rolls but the experience rates vary from a
low of zero to a high of 4 per cent. A company's reserve account balance should
be safeguarded in much the same way as its bank account.
Events Which Employee Records Should Cover
It is of paramount importance, in the successful handling of an unemployment
insurance account, to maintain up -to -date and thorough records concerning the
employment of every employee. Generally, when a person is employed, a
thorough investigation is made of his past employment and other features of
his history. After an employee is hired, the record of his employment is not
always maintained in a thorough manner, but it should be, if for no other
reason than to lay the ground work for the successful handling of any unjustified
claim for unemployment benefits that he may subsequently file. If an employer
is not prepared with an adequate record to justify the termination, he may
well be charged with all the unemployment benefits subsequently paid them.
Records of every employee should concern, among other things, his attendance,
punctuality, responsibility for the work assigned and many other factors incidental to the type of work assigned. Abuse of privileges that are granted should
be noted. The employee should be warned of any dereliction of duty, a record
should be made of the warning interviews.
Employers must discharge employees from time to time and for a multitude
of reasons. Subsequently, when an unemployment insurance claim is filed as a
result of a discharge, the pertinent question raised is "was the discharge the
result of industrial misconduct on the part of the employee." Many times
employees are discharged for what amounts to lack of ability. Unfortunately,
while discharging one for lack of ability serves the employer's interest, it is
seldom found to be "industrial misconduct" on the part of the employee. It
follows that company convenience can seldom be held to likewise have been
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"industrial misconduct." However, if an employer has kept a proper record on
all employees and is able to show through that record and with the assistance
of witnesses that a given employee was instructed on a number of occasions to
perform a certain function and either did not do it at all or did it so poorly
as to reflect an outright willfullness in his failure, then such a situation could
be within the term "industrial misconduct."
It follows that it is important that a record be kept of company rules violated. Willful breach of reasonable company rules will be acknowledged by
those called upon to rule on a given unemployment claim, and, even if the
claimant is not denied benefits, at least any that may be paid will not be charged
to the employer's reserve account. While an unemployment claim cannot often
be regarded in the same category as a legal action before a court, still the matters finally resolve themselves to questions of fact in almost every instance, and
the employer who comes before a referee or commission with evidence will find
himself in a much better position than one who comes in on either hearsay testimony or none at all.
There may be many instances in which an employee may be terminated because there is a strong suspicion that he has either misapplied the funds or merchandise of his employer or is suspected of some form of theft or larceny. Most
employers will refuse to protest it claim for unemployment insurance filed by
the terminated employee in question, although such a protest has generally been
held not to constitute grounds for a libel or slander suit. However, where an
adequate and complete record has been kept on an employee who may have
access to funds of the employer, termination has been held to be justified without accusation of theft or larceny.
The keeping of proper employee records for the purpose of checking unemployment insurance claims cannot fall upon one person in any plant or firm. It
is important that those in a supervisory capacity, having the right to hire and
"fire," etc., have an understanding of, at least, the basic principles of the applicable unemployment law. They should be advised, if only briefly, as to the law
in the particular state, how it affects the employer, how much money it costs the
employer and should certainly be advised, that, as is the case in most states, the
employer pays the entire tax which provides the funds for unemployment benefits. The supervisors, foremen, leadmen, etc., should know that, in order to sub stantiate discharging of employees, the record is of paramount importance.
What the Separation Interview Should Yield for the Records
A separation interview should be conducted and relevant information sought
from the terminated employee. In the case of a resignation, it is highly important
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to discover the reasons. It should be determined whether or not the employee
feels that the company was in any way at fault. It is important that the employer
determine, if possible, whether or not a terminated employee has other income,
anticipates other work or has been or is working at a part -time job at present
and, if so, how much he earns. If an employee is leaving to accept work with
another company, the name of the company should be determined, the position
he expects to take, and the salary he expects to earn. If the employee is leaving
the general locality where he is employed, it should be determined where he is
moving, whether or not it will be a permanent location and whether or not he
is to be employed in that locality. It is extremely important that it be determined
whether or not an employee is leaving to return to school. The wages paid an
employee who is a full time student are, in most states, not considered in the
base period wages of the terminated employee.
An employee may request a leave of absence and although leaves may be
granted for reasons that an employer finds are more important than unemployment tax considerations, they do leave the employer in a bad position insofar as
the latter is concerned. Too often, in a hearing before a referee on a claim involving a person who requested a leave of absence, the employee will give testimony to the effect that he was assured that his job would be waiting for him
when he returned but that, when he asked for his job back, he was told that he
had been gone too long. The employer's story, however, is that the employee
was granted a leave and when the time was up did not call or report in and
could not be located. Under these circumstances, more than often, the employee
is successful in the claim for unemployment benefits.
It may be difficult to persuade a terminated employee to submit to a termination interview and, therefore, in order to assure the separation interview, it might
be advisable to adopt a company rule to the effect that a terminating employee's
final pay check cannot be delivered to him until the interview has been conducted.

Protests — Originating and Following Them Up
When notice is received that an unemployment insurance claim has been
tiled by a former employee, the employer must take immediate action. The
claim will have to be protested, if a valid protest is possible, within a very definite time limit or it will not be considered by the unemployment insurance department. The personnel records should be checked and any protest should be
filed either in the form of a letter or on a form required by the department.
Regardless of the method employed, a concise statement in the protest should set
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forth why the employer feels that the claim is unjustified or that any benefits
paid should not be chargeable to the employer's reserve account. (The latter
often happens where an employee is found to have resigned his employment because of a physical condition that made his work hazardous.) The decisions generally fall into one of several categories:
1.

It will be decided that the company is not liable and no charges will be
made to the reserve account. This, in effect, means that the employer
has won his position and need not pursue the matter further.

2.

It will be decided that the employee is entitled to benefits on the basis
of the facts given and, therefore, charges will be made against the company's reserve account.

3. In some instances, and some states, it might be found that there is additional information needed and that a hearing will be set, at which time
both parties will be given an opportunity to present additional facts.
The employer may appeal from an adverse decision and so may an employee.
Generally, in such instances, a hearing is conducted by a referee and further decision is made upon the basis of his findings at that time. Often, for one reason
or another, the employer's side of the case is not clearly and fully understood by
the original claim examiner. Thus where there is a sharp difference between the
claimant's story and the employer's, the ruling is generally in favor of the
claimant. This apparently comes about by reason of the fact that the claimant
is interviewed personally, while, at best, the employer's information is obtained
through the written protest, with perhaps a follow -up phone call by the interviewing officer. In such situations, therefore, hearings before a referee or other
interviewing officers come about and are conducted at the department, which
serves notice on all parties involved, as to the date, the time and the place of
the hearing. In some states, however, the claimant and the protesting employer
do not meet across the table but give their evidence separately.
Once again, the record kept by the employer is of utmost importance and it
is at that time that its real importance is found out. While a thorough and correctly worded protest, may dispose of the bulk of the claims filed unjustifiably,
inevitably there are many claims that do go to the referee and it is generally
those types of claims on which there is a sharp disagreement between the employer and the employee as to the reason for the employee's termination.
After the referee's hearing has been conducted and he makes a decision, once
again both parties are entitled to appeal, generally to a board of review or commission. These boards have reversed decisions often enough to justify the time
and effort it takes to appeal. The law in most states provides that an appeal can
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be taken further to one of the civil courts and ultimately appealed to the highest
appellate court. There are not many instances where such action is justified.
The Cost Can Be Brought Down
Industrial accountants may find that there are opportunities for them to reduce
costs by protecting their companies' merit ratings. The responsibility rests on
their shoulders because of the basic record - keeping involved. These records may
require help from supervision in the personnel department and some of them
may be kept there. However, it is along the accountant's line to see that the information is in fact accumulated and used for the company's financial benefit.

— 0 —

Purchase of Equipment — and Maintenance Problems
1 do not believe that any overall
formula can be developed to guide a
company to a proper decision, without
being open to serious question, on
whether to rent or buy office equipment.
However, it is important, if we elect
purchase of any piece of equipment,
for us to focus our attention on that
date when the manufacturer will refuse to provide preventive maintenance
at any cost —only repair service. From
this date forward, we must have preventive maintenance available to us,
either from within our own shop or
from the outside.
In many respects, equipment can

be likened to our own car. If we do
not change the oil and grease the car
at certain intervals, we can become
stranded on the highway. This can
occur during the early life of the car.
Then, as the car approaches 20,000
miles, tires wear, carburetors begin to
fail, generators refuse to function, etc.
At 40,000 miles, other more serious
failures occur. Without attention it is
quite obvious what will happen. The
cost to repair will greatly exceed any
costs to prevent repair.
The maintenance and repair problem is critical to the rent or buy
decision.
JOSEPH J. GALLAGHER
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Tool Costing in the Aircraft Production
by WARREN E. BALDWIN
HE ACCU M U LAT I ON , RE PORTI N G, AN D CON T ROL

of production tooling Costs
is a major problem in the aircraft industry. Our company is a major producer of aircraft components and assemblies. Our primary product is "power
packs" for all types and sizes of airplane engines. Sales are made to most of the
airframe manufacturers. About twenty per cent of our total personnel is engaged in the production of tools to fabricate and assemble our end products.
Some of the more significant reasons why it is difficult to control the costs of
tooling for aircraft components are:
1.

The numerous changes in design required to:
a. Provide the ultimate in
military performance.
b. Improve the safety of all
airplanes.
c. Assure lowest cost commercial transport.

2. Quality specifications.
3. The many changes in methods
related to new materials.
4. The many orders are for experimental work and small
initial production runs.
5• The increasing complexity of
of modern aircraft.

Tooling policy must consider types, cost, and quantities of tools in relation
to the specifications and manufacturing plan —and to the quantity of each component required. When bid estimates result in orders, these plans and policies
must be clearly understood by those who plan, design, manufacture, and control
the costs of tooling for each program. Inasmuch as it is the responsibility of
control accounting to report costs as incurred and how these costs compare with
the bid estimates, the information required for cost control includes:
1.

Direct material and labor costs
for each tool or group of tools
under each program, compared with the bid estimate.

Costs for contract price redetermination.
3. Costs for reimbursement under cost -plus -fixed fee contracts.
2.

WARREN E. BALDWIN is Cost Analyst in the Operating Reports Section of the Controller's
Department, Rohr Aircraft Corporation, Chula Vista, California. Prior to his present
affiliation, Mr. Baldwin was employed as a Cost Accountant at the Airframe Division of
A. O. Smith Corporation.
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7. Current reports of tooling labor to tooling standards.

4. Historical costs for future estimates.
5. Costing of tooling sales inventories.

8. Costs of rework and maintenance of tools, by causes.

6. Scheduled tooling work load
and status to schedule.

9. Data for forecasting tooling
manpower and overtime.

Fast and Flexible Cost Accumulation
The core of the system which we describe "direct tool cost," is the accounting tool code which is used to identify and accumulate detail direct tooling
labor and material costs. The code is a three - segment, eight -digit number:
Major Types

Accounting Control —(two digits)

of Tools
(one digit)

60 Original contract tools

1

Rework of original contract tools
80 Changes— Customer responsibility
81 Changes —Our responsibility

2 Dies
3 Fixtures
4 Gages
5 jigs

61

90

Maintenance — Normal wear, breakage, and replacement of lost tools.

91

Maintenance — Required by quality
control.

92

Changes —To improve production
methods.

93

Rework of vendor production tools.

Blocks

6 Masters
7 Patterns
8 Rolls
9
10

Templates
Miscellaneous

Sequence of Tool Release (five digits) - 0 0 0 0 1 thru 99949
In addition, all direct tooling material and labor costs are identified on time
tickets and material requisitions, by work order, as related to major items in
each contract or program and by account number for type of cost, e. g. direct
labor, direct material, overhead, etc. However, there are a few areas in which
reporting of direct tool costs to tool orders are impractical, such as tool
planning, lofting, and design, the last two by certain areas only. Therefore, a
blanket tool order number is created to accumulate costs for each of these.
The direct labor hour standards are predetermined norms. They are used for
scheduling, shop loading departmental performance reporting, and as a basis
for bid estimates. These norms are estimated standards. Many of these estimates are derived from analysis of historical tool costs provided by the direct
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tool costing system. On new tools, the standards take into consideration the
size and difficulty of each tool, as related to previous production of the same or
similar tools. Because a tool is generally a single unit production, it is usually
more practical to use estimated standards, although some time study data has
been used where practical. The cost analysts and tool control staff review actual
time against estimated standards.
All of the detail is handled on punched cards. It is processed and compiled
by tabulating equipment. All reports, except of an unusual nature, are prepared by the tabulating department. One tabulated tool summary card is developed for each individual tool order as identified by the tool order sequence
number. Cross reference to the production part number is provided in this card.
It is the basis for all direct tool cost reports. A tool summary card is provided
for statistical analysis of individual tool costs and is the reference point for
future estimates of costs of similar tools. It includes all of the material costs and
direct labor hours, separated by accounting control and type of cost, such as:
Department number or code.
2. Part number or code.
3. Tool code.

1.

code.
9. Additional orders in process
code.

4. Tool action code.

10. Sequence -of -issue number.

5. Actual cumulative hours.
6. Estimated hours.

11. Manufacturing day or code
(start and stop).

7. Authority.

12. Item numbers or code.

8. Major classification of tools

13. Period close out codes.

The cost analysts in the operating controls function audit all charges for
proper coding. They also direct the correction of any errors. Their most important function is the analysis of cost results. Much of this is presented to
management in chart form. This function also has the responsibility for training operating personnel in the purpose and interpretation of tooling cost and
operating reports, and to provide cost accounting with necessary analysis of
in- process costs by programs.
The coding pattern for direct tool costs provides an infinite amount of flexibility in the reporting of tooling costs for planning and control purposes. The
limit to this reporting is the amount of detail which can be used by management
to control direct tool costs. A weekly tool cost summary is a typical report. The
headings, given below, indicate the nature of the information available:
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EXH IBIT 1

Work department
Responsible department
Work order number
Part number (4 parts, 17 digits)
Our tool code
Customer tool code (if any)
Action (Make, rework, alter, reidentify, cancel, etc.)
Authority (Sales order, engineering change authorization, tool
shop work order, etc.)

Date to be completed
Prime direct labor hours at actual,
this week and cumulative.
Standard estimated hours, cumulative
Actual vs. standard hours.
Accounting tool code number (3
parts, 8 digits)
Classification of basic task
Type of tool
Sequence of issue

MO N T H L Y S U M M AR Y O F D IR E C T LAB O R H O U R S AN D C O S T S
This
W. O
No.
210

210

Description
Cus t o me r, mo de l,
pro duc ti o n i te m
Ho ur s
Co st

% of

actual

actual

actual

to date

to quote completion

XXXX
x x x x x

XXXX
x x x x x

XX%
xX

C u s t o m e r , mo d e l , mo c k u p
Ho u r s
XXXX

XXXX

xxx%

Cost
21 2

Cu mu lative

month

xxxxx xxxxx

C u s t o m e r , mo d e l , pr o t o t y p e
Ho ur s
XXXX
Co st
XXXXX

Estimated at

xx x x
XXXXXX

xx x x
XXXXXX

und er

xx x
XXX

XXX%

XXXXX

XXXXX

xxxx

(xxx)

X%
X%

XXXX
xxxxx

XXXX
XXXXX

xxx
XXX

xx x x
XXXXX

xxxx

(Over) or
Quotation

(xxx)

EXHIBIT 2
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Information Developed and Its Uses
Some of the specific areas in which we have benefited from the direct tool
cost system are expressed in this and following paragraphs.
We can now segregate tooling direct labor hours expended into major
classes of tooling action. This can be done by cost responsibility and by customer's contract item. A monthly report entitled direct tool hours by major
classification quickly informs management of how much effort is going into
manufacture of good new tools. It also reflects how much effort is expended
for such actions as engineering and sales order changes, maintenance of tools,
and tooling to facilitate production. Further, it is now possible to get current
reports of actual tool costs incurred related to the bid estimates to obtain departmental budget targets within these estimates. On major tool programs,
operating reports chart actual hours against these estimates and targets. When
it appears that costs incurred plus estimated costs to complete will exceed these
goals, prompt corrective action can be taken. Weekly reports are issued on
major programs, indicating the per cent of task completion by departments and
work orders. (Exhibit 1) A monthly summary of original tooling programs in
forms management personnel how much we anticipate final tooling costs will be
over or under the bid estimate for all programs. (Exhibit 2)
Efficiency of departments manufacturing tools is determined by relating prime
hours (direct labor on standard) to standard tool hours by type of tool. A
monthly report of realization against standard tool hours indicates the efficiency
of these tool shops. A supplementary report develops ratios of total tooling hours
to standard hours. These two reports are then used to review what tool
standards need to be revised, evaluate tooling inventories, and develop bid estimates for future business. We now have additional controls of our tooling
work -in- process inventories. We can determine schedule position of each tool
in process from origination of the tool order to acceptance by inspection. The
release of orders is controlled for effective tool shop work loads. Weekly completed tool and tool action listings are prepared from tool master cards and
related information available in punched cards. These listings are utilized as
basic source information for review of direct labor tooling hours expended
related to orders, and for the pricing of the completed tool orders.
There are two other areas of information. First, the direct tool cost system
contributes to the control of quality. The amount and reasons for rework are
identified and promptly reported. Secondly, from our integrated direct tool
cost system, we can build up forecasts of tooling manpower and related overtime. These forecasts are developed from tooling work -in- process reports, efOCTOBER, 1957
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ficiency reports, and projected tooling work -load schedules. This has eliminated
the need to get estimates from shop supervisors.
Of the many uses we have found for the variety of information provided by
the direct tool cost program, the most important is the preparation of more reliable bid estimates. Many bid estimates must be made on generalized specifications. However, relationships do exist between the tooling cost of one project
and another. This is true where the end product is similar in type, size, and
complexity, as well as in cost of individual tools that are similar in type, size,
and complexity. Beyond the fact that we can develop actual costs for individual
tools and /or groups of tools, we can obtain such information as:
1. Average hours to produce a tool by class of tool action.
2. Number of tools required to produce a contract.
3. The tools produced over and above contract requirements.
4. Ratios to adjust standards to anticipated performance.
We believe that, in this difficult area of tool costing, we have made some
real progress toward effective control. For the future, we plan to improve our
tooling standards by greater reliance on time study standards. Also, through
the use of a medium -size electronic computer, we plan to reduce the expense
of processing and reporting direct tool costs and speed -up the reports required
to control these costs.
A Summary of Results
In summary, our direct tool cost system of information contains the following features:
Integration of all tooling cost control information.
2. Effective coding for flexibility.

1.

3. Mechanical data processing.
4. Detail related to requirements of our business.
5. Systematic and continuous analysis of costs.
The fact that we can develop accurate historical data on previous projects
and tool costs by type provides us with a useful criteria on which to base bid
estimates for original tooling and for the many tool changes usually encountered.
Effective tools are necessary to meet the specification and price requirements of
our customers. Effective tool cost control is important to us because it represents such a large proportion of our total cost.
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Calculating Economic Manufacturing Quantities
For Better Inventory Control
by WARREN G. BRIGGS
HE FORBES CONTROL COMPANY

name of an existing company) emTploys about 1800 persons and is(altered
engaged in the manufacture of industrial
process control instruments of many types and sizes.
Scope of Study
In November 1955 the tabulating department installed a method of calculating the theoretical economic order quality for all the items in department 605
which carries 1260 different parts, with a reported balance -on -hand value of
$530,000 on Dec. 31, 1955. In a report issued last January, the tabulating
department indicated that its inventory control calculations resulted in a theoretical inventory needed which was 43 per cent less than the actual. For Department 605 alone, this could have meant a reduction of $159,500 of inventory
stockage, but the report did not indicate whether changes would have occurred
in the total annual costs of setups and order processing and in the number of
stock depletions or runouts and so was really indeterminate. Hence a sample
of representative parts was chosen for study from the Department 605 inventory.
Formula for Economic Production Order Quantity
First, however, the mathematical approach to solution of the problem needs
attention. Some costs, like taxes and insurance, deterioration, obsolescence and
storage space, increase with amount of inventory held. However, decreasing
the inventory by having more orders during the year increases the costs of setup
and order processing. The most economic order quantity is that which balances
these costs. In mathematical terms the total variable cost of the annual production and storage of any item is:
WARREN G. BRIGGS, prior to his entry into the Service this year, was employed by the
Corning Glass Works as a process engineer. Mr. Briggs is a gra dua te of the Ma ssa chusetts Institute of Technology.
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TVC (total variable cost)

—Q

( S + O ) + Q ( K C + kA), where:

R = Annual requirement
Q = Economic order quantity
S = Secup cost
=
Q

O = Order processing cost
K = Annual cost of carrying inventory per
dollar valuation, excluding storage
space cost
Number of orders per year
Q = Approximate average inventory, excluding any safety limit.
C = Unit variable cost of production
A = Space occupied by each unit in cubic
inches
k =Annual cost of one cubic inch of
storage space,

To determine the Q which minimizes this total variable cost, we differentiate
the above expression with respect to Q and set the derivative equal to zero. This
is merely using the calculus as a tool to find the particular value of Q which
causes the sum of carrying charges and setup charges to be at a minimum. In
that operation the following equation is obtained:
(KC 2 kA _ R (SQ O) = O
Z

or

Q

C
(S

=J K+O)
2

Before one can justify applying this quite logical equation to the management
of a five million dollar inventory, it is evident that each detail should be carefully considered. We will do this for our hypothetical case, taking the symbols
under the square root sign — numerator first and then denominator —and indicating how they are in fact determined.
Numerator: Requirements, Setup, Ordering Cost
Investigation disclosed that, for most of the standard component parts, an
assumption of constant annual demand based on past demand history was
justified to represent the factor R in the formula. Newly introduced items and
items approaching obsolescence needed to be segregated for special consideration of the requirements as well as of the obsolescence risk of holding them in
stock. In the sample studied, we retained the past 12 month usage basis as
the requirement but made a provision that, at the close of each quarter, the
tabulating equipment would compare that quarter's actual issues with one fourth of the annual requirement figure being used.
The setup cost, factor S in the formula, used by the company, was derived by
factoring the setup time by the hourly rate appropriate for the particular machine. This setup hourly rate closely approximated the costs developed by the
cost department where the setup time is adjusted by an appropriate machine fac38
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for which compensates for the value of the machine time, is extended by the
hourly labor rate, and added to a 200 per cent general overhead allowance. This
general basis seemed proper to continue, omitting, however, the overhead charge
composed mostly of fixed manufacturing costs.
Order processing cost, formula factor O, had been assigned a processing
cost of $5 for each one, regardless of complexity. In following several orders
through all of the necessary steps, we found that they were handled by 14 persons, most of whom spent all their time processing factory orders. About 75
per cent of the orders require only one raw material requisition. The remaining
25 per cent are assembly orders with several components which must be requisitioned. Only about one per cent of these assembly orders need more than 25
parts, with the majority ranging between 5 and 15 parts. A sample observation
indicated that an assembly order involving 25 components requires about three
times as long to process as does an order requiring only one materials requisition. We arrived at a minimum order processing cost of $4, with an extra
$0.30 for each additional component or material required.
Denominator: Inventory Carrying Charges
We come now to the denominator of the fraction, the carrying charges,
which appear in the formula as KC + kA. The variable costs of carrying any
number of parts in inventory may be broken down into the following components. (T. M. Whitin, Th e Theory of Inventory Management. Princeton
University Press, N. J. 1953, page 220) :
Working capital invested
Property taxes and insurance
3. Obsolescence
1.

2.

4. Deterioration
5. Materials handling
6. Storage space

Not all of these vary only with the dollar value of the items stored. Hence,
it is highly unrealistic to assign the same percentage of unit cost as the carrying
charge for all the different parts. The Forbes Control Company had accepted
25 per cent of unit cost less setup as the annual expense of holding inventory.
Then, in an effort to reduce inventory losses, the company had applied a 50
per cent carrying charge to all electronic parts, an indication of a higher risk.
Hence, it seemed in order to examine each element in turn. For working
capital the Forbes Company is in a very favorable position. It has access to
adequate working capital at a short term loan rate of 3.75 per cent. The treasurer of the company agreed that a figure of 4 per cent would adequately express
the cost of money invested in additional inventory. As to property taxes and
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insurance a review of recent real estate and property tax bills of the company
failed to indicate that inventory was involved. Similarly, the insurance bills for
several years were examined. A policy covering over $8,000,000 of the firm's
assets was billed at a rate of about 50¢ per $1,000. The valuation was fixed
for the 3 -year term of the contract and no adjustments were made for changes
in the amount of inventory.
On the element of obsolescence, the wide range of risk involved in holding
different parts in the Forbes line made it impossible to assign a uniform
obsolescence cost which would be meaningful. However, it was quite easy to
identify the new engineering development items and the older outmoded items
as the ones most risky to hold in inventory for any length of time. In order
to get some idea of the magnitude for this cost, an estimate was developed.
1.

It was reported that not more than
scrapped last year as obsolete.

$80.000

worth of parts were

The general manager calculated the annual cost for "remakes"
to be $60,000, some portion for altering obsolete parts.
3. The general manager estimated that "all other costs due to
obsolescence, such as extra handling, substitutions, sales difficulties and other intangibles, amount to about $120,000 ".

2.

4. To take a conservative view, we totalled the values mentioned.
They came to $260,000 per year, 5% of the average inventory.
This represents a high estimate of the obsolescence incurred in the past without the use of any mathematical inventory control system. One would not
expect these losses to be as great if the control system were adopted. A particularly important fact which must be considered is that the obsolescence rate
on an item may increase with the length of time it must be held in stock. Hence,
2 per cent was used as the average obsolescence rate of all items in the Department 605 study. The particular sample which we had selected for their high
activity should have an even lower obsolescence charge.
Deterioration of stock as a carrying cost sometimes lumped with obsolescence.
A brief observation of the machined parts and raw materials stored by Forbes
and of the degree of protection of the storage facilities indicated that losses due
to material deterioration are negligible. This cost need be considered only
when the commodity stored is subject to a predictable amount of spoilage.
Materials handling, as a factor in inventory carrying cost, is composed of two
distinct elements, those which vary with the number of orders processed and
those which depend upon the average amount of inventory. As a practical matter, in this case, order processing cost was calculated to include whatever
60
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materials handling was necessary for the completion and delivery to inventory
of a factory order and annual cost of storage space considered below, was likewise calculated to include any materials handling for maintaining items in storage.
Perhaps of all the carrying costs of inventory, storage space is most elusive.
A flat charge to all items at an equal rate does not distinguish differing requirements of differing items. We compared two common items in the standard
components inventory at Forbes. A die stamped sheet steel instrument case
cost $1.80 and required 2600 cubic inches of storage space. A finely machined stainless alloy recorder element had a unit cost of nearly the same but
required 11/2 cubic inches of space. It happened that the setup and order
processing costs and the annual requirements were quite similar for these two
parts. Calculation of order quantity indicated identical quantities for both.
It is not even clear that space is always an inventory carrying charge. In a
situation in which an area would have no alternative uses if the inventory
requirements were reduced, most of the normal space charges would not be
truly variable and, hence, should not be considered.
After conferring with several Forbes officials familiar with Department 605,
we arrived, perhaps somewhat arbitrarily, at $2.50 per square foot as the actual
value of storage space in this department. This estimate was based on the
alternative use of this valuable space as a manufacturing area, as well as the
cash outlays for maintenance and service. Inasmuch as the average stacking
height of all items in Department 605 inventory, considering an allowance for
aisle space, amounted to about 5 feet, the annual cost of storage space could be
stated as $2.50 for each 5 ft. or 50¢ per cubic foot.
The formula which has been derived for order quantities requires a separate
calculation for the space charge of each item in connection with working out
the denominator, expressed as KC + kA where:
K = All carrying charges except space
C = Variable unit cost

k = Annual cost of storage space
A = Space occupied per unit

In order to facilitate calculations and to simplify an understanding of the
true carrying charges of any particular item, these two expenses (KC and kA)
were combined into an all- inclusive carrying rate, K. This new rate was computed for each type of part by dividing the variable unit cost into the total
carrying charge. This gave:
K' _ K C + kA
C
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Worked out for the two products already mentioned, each with a unit cost
(C) of $1.80, the following values for Kl were obtained.
For the sheet steel instrument case
K = 6% for working capital and obsolescence k = $0.0003 per cu. in.
each
A = 2600 cubic inches

C = $1.80

Kl _ KC + kA _ .06 x 1.80
C

+ .0003 x 2600 =

49.5%

1.80

(For the small machined part A
Kl — KC — kA _ .06 x
C

= 1

cubic inch.)

1.80 + .0003 x 1 _
1.80

6.03%

A summary of the carrying charges at the Forbes Control Company arrived
at for use in the economic quantity determination formula is as follows:
1.

Working capital

Property taxes and
insurance
3. Obsolescence

4

4. Deterioration

-

5. Materials handling

2.

—
2°Jo

Average for Dept. 605 items

6. Storage space

--

.03 to 44%

Total K' 6% to 50/0

Variable Unit Cost
We must now give some attention to a value in the formula which, up to
this point, has not been specifically dealt with from the aspect of its make -up.
This is the symbol C in the denominator, which represents variable unit cost.
This is a marginal cost. We should consider only the additional cash outlay
required to produce the extra parts. Once an order is processed and the
machines are set up, the only possible variable costs are the raw material, direct
labor, variable machine expenses, and other variable overhead charges. However, distinguishing between fired and variable overhead expenses becomes very
involved when there is excess productive capacity. In every case, the degree
to which an expense is variable depends upon the value of its alternative
applications. A surprisingly common illustration of a variable expense becoming
a fixed expense is seen in the case of a firm, like Forbes, whose policy is not
to lay off machine operators because of lack of orders. If excess capacity exists
in such a situation, both direct labor and machine time become fixed costs
equal to the cash outlay, less any salvage value of idle time, such as cleanup
or maintenance jobs for skilled machinists. Thus, the only variable costs under
such a situation are raw materials, power for machines, and the discontinuance
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of fill -in cleaning up jobs. On the other hand, if the plant is loaded to full
capacity, the variable unit cost includes the overtime labor rate or the actual
cost of sub - contracting any jobs displaced by the order.
Forbes is at present in a near - capacity situation. The unit price in use, as
revealed by the study, is composed of the following:
1. Setup time x labor rate
Units in order x machine factor
2. Running time of order x labor rate
Units in order x machine factor
The setup and running times are based on recent actual experience with the
order, frequently compared to the standard times, and any discrepancy is
explained. The machine factors are somewhat unique but seem quite appropriate to this application. These factors are developed for each type of machine
so that, when divided into the labor hours times labor rate, a close approximation of the true labor and machine costs will result. This calculation adjusts
for jobs on which one operator services several machines. It absorbs most of
the machine running costs.
The labor rates used in the unit cost calculations are net pay to the workers
doing the particular operation. It would be much more realistic if the actual
cost to the company of hourly labor was used here instead of this net rate.
This actual cost would include all fringe benefits, pension contributions, and
other expenses which vary directly with the amount of labor employed but
including only the expenses which will vary with additional production. The
analysis of factory load and excess capacity must be considered here.
The raw material charge is a result of engineering calculations and previous
production experience for each part. The raw material price must be frequently
reviewed to detect any supplier's price changes or quantity discounts on larger
volume orders. Choice between first in first out, last in first out, or next in
first out cost can insert complications.
The general overhead allowance of 200 per cent of the total labor charge
is a major component of the unit cost which is subject to much debate. In
any multi - product manufacturing operation, it is extremely difficult to justify
any particular overhead allocation rate. It has been mentioned that, for the
purpose of the order quantity determination, we want the variable unit cost. In
establishing this for the sample of Department 605 items studied, we went
directly to the factory cost sheet and found the raw material cost and the labor
hours times labor rate and divided by the machine factor. Those were the only
two expenses used, the 200 per cent overhead allocation being omitted.
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Application of the Study to Values in the Formula
The foregoing paragraphs have reviewed, one by one, the elements making
up the determinants of economic production order quantity, i, e., those to the
right of the equals sign in the formula already given. Expressed in terms of
suggested changes in the parameters presently used by the Forbes Control
Company, the resulting recommendations are:
R— Continue to use the past 12 months usage on standard stable demand items, but provide for using the demand forecast on items
likely to change significantly.
S—The 200 per cent general overhead allocation was dropped from
the setup labor charge.
O —The ordering cost was changed from a uniform ,$5 each to a $4
minimum plus 30¢ for each additional component in the order.
Kl —The money and obsolescence charge (KC) and the storage space
charge (kA) were combined into an overall rate of Kl %. For
all except the bulkiest items, this new rate is considerably less
than the 25 per cent rate formerly used .
C —The new variable unit cost is composed of the raw material cost
and the labor charge, which is adjusted by the machine factors.
The 200 per cent general overhead allocation is not included.
For all of the items studied in Department 605, these changes result in
decreasing the value of the (K'C) factor in the equation. Since the numerator
factor of [ 2R (S—O) ] does not increase by a proportionate amount, this
change has the effect of yielding larger economic order quantity values. These
mean, of course, increased actual inventory carrying charges (using the new
rate of Kl per cent for both calculations of carrying charge). However, it also implies fewer setups and less total setup and order processing costs. The net
result is that the savings in setup cost are sufficiently greater than the increased
carrying charges to result in 40 per cent reduction in the sum of both costs.
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Pinning Down Causes of Variation
in Labor Unit Costs
by JORDAN L. GOLDING
of production, the mix of products
T in production, and the amounttheofefficiency
dead time for which employees are paid, all
HE AMOUNT OF OVERTIME,

enter into the final labor cost per unit for the week. There must be some means
of measuring these factors individually. Within the total cost, there might be
a sharp decrease in efficiency not reflected in the total because of an off- setting
reduction in overtime payments.
Identifying the Effect of Use of Overtime on Unit Labor Costs
In most manufacturing enterprises, overtime costs are prevalent during at
least part of the year. It may be possible to confine them to a few peak weeks
or, for various reasons inherent in either the product or the manufacturing
process, they may be present to some degree throughout the year. Whatever
the situation, there are several reasons that justify the effort to identify the
increment unit cost of overtime payroll. First, knowledge of the degree to
which the cost is affected by overtime may influence management to better
scheduling of the workload. Secondly, it may influence management decision
as to the point at which it becomes economical to increase plant and equipment
so that overtime may be reduced. Thirdly, it will aid in the pricing of the
products in question and help formulate and justify seasonal fluctuations in
price. Fourth, if compensating price variations are not feasible, knowledge of
the effect of overtime cost may affect sales policy. Finally, even if none of the
above causes of action is open, the identification of the overtime variance in
the overall cost will at least help to pin -point the other controllable factors,
such as efficiency, dead time, etc.
The procedure for determining the overtime variance will depend on the
method that the individual company uses for preparing its payroll. If the
company figures regular hours at the given rate and overtime hours at 150
per cent then the total overtime period payroll can be divided by three to arrive
JORDAN L. GOLDING is partner in the accounting firm of Golding, Golding and Company, Boston, Massachusetts. Mr. Golding is a graduate of the Harvard Graduate School

of Business.
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FOR M OF, T A BLE R E LA T I N G OV E RT I M E HOU RS T O , I N C RE ASE I N L AB OR CO ST
Ove r time to
re g ul a r hou rs
1%
2
23
24
25

I ncre ase in
un i t l a bo r c o s t
0. 50 %
0. 98
9. 35
9. 68
1 0.00

Ove r time to
r e gu l a r h o u r s
51%
52
73
74
75

I ncre a se in
un i t l a b o r c o s t
16.88%
17.10
21.10
21.27
21.43

EXHIBIT 1

at the overtime cost, and the resulting figure divided by the number of units
resulting from overtime. If double time is involved, then the total overtime
payroll would be divided by 2 instead of 3. If payroll is figured by computing
total hours at the regular rate and adding overtime hours at 50% or double
time hours at 100 %, then this net figure need only be divided by the number
of units produced to give the same result.
To illustrate, assume that 1,000 units are produced in 200 regular and 50
overtime hours where overtime pay is figured at 150 per cent of regular rate,
which is $1 an hour. The total pay for the overtime hours is $75. The increment
cost is $25 which, divided by the number of units, gives a unit variance of $.025
per unit.
Many modern punched -card or machine - accounting installations present
departmental totals on hours at regular time and hours at overtime for the
department. When such are available the tables illustrated in Exhibit 1 may
be used for figuring the overtime variance. The column on the left lists o v e r time hours as a percentage of regular time hours and the corresponding figure
on each line is the percentage by which the standard labor unit cost is accordingly increased. The real value of the table is not for the calculation of the
overtime variance (another method may be faster) but rather as a management
guide to use in advance to determine the effect of extra overtime hours.
Using the table with the example given earlier we would have overtime hours
which amounted to 25 per cent of regular (i.e. 50 over 200). At 25 per cent
on the tables we find that the normal cost would be increased 10 per cent.
Ten per cent of the standard cost of $.25 is $.025, the same figure as in
previous calculations. In arranging the table, the overtime hours could have been
presented as a percentage of total hours instead of regular hours. However,
since most payroll summaries give total regular hours and total overtime hours,
it was felt that this arrangement would facilitate the use of the tables.
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Variations in Labor Efficiency; the Effects of "Dead" Time
The degree to which labor efficiency variance can be broken down and
refined depends entirely upon the nature and type of statistics available to the
accounting department. Obviously, if no attempt has been made on the part
of management to establish some standards of work performance on the various
operations, the job of calculating the efficiency variance is made extremely difficult. In many instances, however, depending on the nature and complexity of
the operation, it is possible to establish some sort of standard with reasonable
accuracy without resorting to the creation of a time -study department or the
engaging of outside engineering consultants. In many situations, modern -day
labor or union incentive contracts call for the performance of a "fair day's
work" and, consequently, some system of standards is already in operation in
the plant making possible a meaningful system of variances.
Where a system of standards is in use, four basic figures are necessary in
order to compute the labor efficiency variance per unit: the quantity of production, the man hours utilized to produce the units, the standard hours required
for the production, and the average hourly rate per worker in the given department. To illustrate, let us assume production of 1,000 units representing 175
standard hours in 200 hours of work at a one dollar hourly rate. The hours
worked are assumed to be productive hours and do not tie in with total hours
paid for because of "dead" time such as rest periods, sick pay, etc. Using these
figures we can derive the following:
=

Labor cost per unit at standard hours

Labor efficiency variance =

— $0.175

1,
=

Labor cost per unit at actual hours

175 x $ $1.00

7.00 x1,$1 $1.00

= $0.200

000
$0.025

The above variance of $.025 is a true measure of efficiency. It is concerned
with the efficiency of actual production man hours. There is, however, a second
labor efficiency variance from the management standpoint. This concerns the
difference between the productive hours worked and the hours paid for. This
variance arises from such occurrences as paid rest periods, paid time for changing into special work clothes, sick pay, delays in punching time clocks in or out,
and other similar dead hours. So, let us expand the preceding example by
inserting a figure of 250 hours paid for. Here the labor cost per unit, using
hours paid, would be $.25 rather than $.20 for the labor cost per unit at hours
worked. The difference is the dead time variance of $.05.
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Usefulness of Overtime, Efficiency and "Dead" Time Cost Figures
We now have overtime variance of $.025, efficiency variance of the same
amount and dead time variance of $.05. Using the total variance of $.10 from
the above figures, management is provided with a labor cost report which not
only depicts the difference between the actual and standard labor cost per unit
but also points out the three essential factors that enter into the difference
between the actual and standard.
For example, the character of the industry may be such that, because of the
inventory turnover, perishability of the product or some other factor, overtime
work cannot be scheduled to alleviate the variance. Nevertheless, the knowledge
of the degree of the variance will allow management to make intelligent
decisions as to the point at which it becomes economical to increase plant
capacity. Likewise, the knowledge of the overtime cost effect on the unit cost
will also afford the company the opportunity to adjust its prices to reasonably
account for the increment cost in its selling price. On the other hand, the
nature of the product may be such that knowledge of the extent of the variance
will force management to better scheduling policies. Similarly, with the case
of dead time or efficiency variances, it may be impossible to eliminate variances.
Nevertheless, figures of this type will at least give management a tool which
will enable it to measure the cost extent of the inefficiency or dead time.
Where the figures for actual hours worked by a given department (as against
the hours paid for) are not available, then it will not be possible to obtain
both the efficiency and dead time variances, unless, of course, revisions are made
to obtain the necessary figures. Nevertheless, it still will be advantageous to
management to arrive at an overall efficiency -dead time combined variance.
Incorporating The Mix Variance in the Analysis
The discussion up to this point has assumed that the department or plant in
question has been dealing with one product or, at least, identical products.
In practice a given department will nun items differing with regard to the time
standards concerned, during a single payroll period. Obviously, to the extent
that the percentage of the various items in production differ each week, the
overall standard for the department will vary accordingly. The difference
between the standard for what might be called a normal week's distribution of
products and the distribution for any given week will be the mix variance.
Unlike the variances discussed above, the mix variance is a factor which cannot
be controlled from the point of view of cost reduction. Nevertheless, the
identification of the mix variance is important in that its subtraction from the
total allows for the more accurate interpretation of the efficiency variance as such.
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In the example which we have developed, we have assumed that the 1000
units were all similar. Let us now modify the example to take into account a
multiple- product situation as follows:
Standard
Standard
Units
Units per hour
Hours
Product A
Product B
Product C

200
600

20
5

200

1000

60

3.333

190

—

Total

10
120

Using the same average hourly rate of $1 per hour, we would again have a
standard labor cost per unit of $.190. This, we shall bear in mind, is considered
to be the standard or normal distribution of work for the week. Any increase
in total production above the 1000 units would be proportionate with respect
to the component products in the total. Now, if various sales, inventory or
other commitments forces an emphasis on one or more products at the expense
of others, we might have a production schedule which appears as follows:

Product A
Product B
Product C

300
500
200

1000

Standard
Units per hour
20
5

15
100

3.333

Standard labor cost per unit
at actual distribution

175 x 1.00

—

190 x 1.00
$.190

=

1000

—

$.175

1000
=

variance

60
175

Standard labor cost per unit
at standard distribution—

Mix

Standard
Hours

—

Units

$.015

A summary of all of these variation measurements would be as follows:
Standard labor cost per unit at standard production
........
Labor mix variance
..
.
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
................
Efficiency variance
Dead time variance.... ...............................
Overtime variance ... ...............................
.... ...............................
Actual labor cost per unit

.............................

$.190
(015)

.025
.050
.025
$.275

A Start on Labor Unit Cost Analysis
This paper has attempted to outline procedure for isolating the more useful
and also the more common variances in elements comprising the unit labor cost.
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Obviously, there are other variances not touched upon, that are unique to a
particular industry or company. Such is the case with incentive plans which
lead to a "bonus" variance. In many cases, this may be treated similarly to the
overtime variance. There are other variances arising with piece -rate programs
and also with systems which attempt to distribute indirect labor and other
elements of overhead to unit labor cost. The purpose of this paper, however,
has been to review variance determination techniques available, in their simplest
form, with the idea of illustrating what can be achieved.

OFFICE AUT OMAT ION NO T AUT OMAT IC
The cost burden brought about by clerical duplication and repetition is not
necessarily unrecognized waste of effort but may be simply absence of a practical
alternative. For example, basic data is written or typed at least four times during
the course of a routine purchasing transaction. Those four writings are not
by any means indicative of the true amount of duplication a nd delay involved.
An even more expensive disadvantage of this duplication of effort lies in its
greater possibility of error.
Tha t is why integrated da ta processing is so promising. It boils down to the
writing of original information on some type of business machine that is
capable of producing a punched paper tape as an automatic by- product of the
writing operation. Tha t is the first pha se. The second phase is to a rra nge the
paper -work procedures in such a way that every subsequent step in which the
information has to be handled will be on another machine capable of reading
the tape produced at the first writing. For such an idea to work, office machines
must be capa ble of ta king a coded tape, reading it, understanding it, and operating from it.
Anything which promises to eliminate some of the costly duplication and
repetition in paper work is certainly worth investigating. However, rather
than sending the purchasing department off impulsively to buy a battery of
machines, every company should analyse procedures now in use.
Electronic machines operate at amazing speeds, but the preparation of data for
the machines may require hours, plus a number of slow manual operations. Now
it look s as if the preparation of data may be handled with some of the speed and
mechanical skill already found in electronic machines because integrated data
processing can help to increase the speed and accuracy of handling the input and
output of these machines. It becomes even more important to do a thorough
systems analyses to be sure the paper work systems and procedures are producing
necessary end results which are worth more than their cost.
Charles B. Thomason
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A Multi -Deck Punched Card System
To Control Materials Inventory
by CHARLES H. BUSE
changes which we made in our inventory
T control system in order to with
help management control a major element of
HIS P AP ER I S C ON CE RN ED

our cost. Convair Division of General Dynamics Corporation (Fort Worth)
is a large scale manufacturer of aircraft and components.
The material cost control system application at Convair is based on mechanical punched card data accumulation in three basic areas. Data available from the
punched cards introduced in each of these areas provides a common source for
the various material and accounting operational reports. The areas are:
1. Master material card deck system.
2. Bill of material, control assembly parts listing, and manufacturing assembly parts listing system.
3. Material records and commitment system.
Identification and Bill of Material Decks
The master material card deck system provides for identifying material items
and supplies the necessary factors for use in mechanical data reporting. As
need for a material item is developed through engineering release or other
sources, a data sheet is originated by the material department on a daily basis
and routed to the tabulating group. A punched card is prepared for each
material item containing, as applicable, the material number (an eight digit
numerical code assigned for expediting machine processing), part number,
description, realization factor, unit of measure, unit weight, standard unit price,
consumption /free stock identification and active /inactive identification. These
cards are merged daily into a master material card deck. As changes to a
material item or additional information is added, these are processed daily in
the same manner. The tabulating section produces a daily cumulative listing
is Chief of Electronic Data Processing at Convair, a division of General Dynamics Corporation, Forth Worth, Texas. Mr. Buse was previously associated with
the Texas State Department of Public Welfare and other agencies where he was engaged
in installing various types of punched card applications.
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of all additions and changes made to this file during an accounting month. At
the month -end, complete new catalogs are prepared for distribution. The deck
is used in conjunction with punched card procedures to supply:
1.

Material record card headings.

4. Material number verifications.

2. Physical inventory count cards.

5. Price variance reports.

3. Stores location cards.

6. Other

A mechanical -bill of material system releases a punched card representing
summarized planned material requirements for individual projects into the material records system. A control assembly parts listing representing every item
called out on engineering release is mechanically prepared. As a material requirement coding is encountered in this listing, a bill of material detail card
is summarized at the part number, effectivity, project level, reflecting quantity
per ship or lot. The material department, from this list, originates a part number master card identifying the part number of the applicable material number.
This card, in conjunction with the bill of material detail card, is used to mechanically prepare a bill of material net change list reflecting project quantities.
This listing provides a summary material requirement card at the material number, project level, to initiate procurement action.
Bill of material punched card decks are manually maintained by the material
department. As need for a priced bill of material arises, these card decks are
forwarded to the tabulating section where they are combined with the master
material deck, extensions mechanically calculated and the report prepared.
Cards to Express Requisitions, Commitments, Transfers, Purchases
The mechanical material records and commitment system provides for processing a punched card representing every type of material transaction and
mechanically providing records and reports from this data. All documents pertaining to the material cost control system are routed to a central control point
in the material department areas. Here material numbers are transcribed to each
document and like documents accumulated into a transmittal group. Transmittal
controls are established, transaction code assigned to each transmittal and the
groups forwarded to the tabulating control and audit staff continuously
throughout a working day. Here controls are maintained by transmittal and
transaction code, key punched and verified cards initiated, proof listings mechanically prepared by transmittal, and balances assured prior to release of
72
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punched cards for machine processing. Six types of punched cards are introduced into the material records and commitment control systems.
A detail card is either key - punched or summarized for each requirement
transaction document or order point /minimum quantity document. Data in
this card pertains to document number, material number, contract - project code,
transaction code (alphabetic letter), document date and quantity, with three
decimal positions provided for raw material requirements. Another detail card
is key punched and verified for all types of requisition documents, including
transfers, interim inventory adjustments, etc. Data in this card pertains, as applicable, to requisition register month and number, crib code, plant engineering
order number, and material number, using department code, accounting distribution, work order, transaction code (alphabetic letter), cost center, stock position code, transmittal number, and quantity. A detail card is also key - punched
and verified for all commitment type documents, excluding receiving reports.
This card contains data pertaining to purchase order number, vendor code,
material number, buying group, accounting distribution, work order, transaction
code, document date, purchase order item number, tolerance purchase order
identification, actual unit price, scheduled delivery, quantity, and amount.
There are three other detail cards mechanically produced, for transfers, purchase order requisitions and receiving, respectively. The first references material
number, work order, transaction code (alphabetic), date, and quantity, the
second register number, material number, accounting distribution, work order,
date, and quantity, and the third purchase order number, material number, purchase order item number, receiving report number, contract - project code, document date, and quantity.
Of particular interest at this point is the transaction code. This is an alphabetical letter designating the type of document the punched card represents and
is the basic control of the punched card function in the material cost control
record and reporting procedures. Presently, twenty -four of the twenty-six
alphabetical letters are in use to identify types of documents.

Eight More Master and Summary Decks
To this point, we have described the punched cards, basic to the system, i. e.,
item identification (master material deck), bill of material cards by projects,
and six types of detail cards for the normal transactions in materials. However,
we are not through. If ever a system illustrated that an apparently endless
volume of punched cards can be set up under good control to yield information
O C T O B E R , 1957
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in every direction in which it is needed, this one does. Besides the cards mentioned, eight more decks are involved, four master and four summary.
There is a master work order deck maintained on a daily basis as to additions
and changes and consisting of published work -in- process planned and unplanned
work orders. It is used daily to establish correctness of work -in- process work
orders in material requisitions punched card detail and to gang punch the
identifying alphabetic transaction code in these cards. The second deck is a
master header card deck maintained on a monthly basis and consisting of published work -in- process work orders for each material group, together with the corresponding work -in- process account, sub - account, and the inventory account, sub account and work order. It is used monthly, together with material requisition
detail punched cards priced at standard unit price, to develop accounting reports for journal entries to inventory and work -in- process books of account.
A requisition register master deck is a permanently established consecutively
number deck of approximately 60,000 cards. Its prime purpose is to account for
every registered requisition document processed by stores group in the current month. Register numbers are assigned by the stores group as requisitions
are "cashed." The final master deck is designated as a consumption item master
deck. It is currently maintained punched card deck of inventory material
items identified as being consumption /free stock material. It is used daily
to identify planned requisition detail cards to alter their function mechanically
to affect the status of an item rather than reduce planned requirements.
A material records daily balance forward card deck consists of one card for
each inventory material item and reflects cumulative monthly planned issues,
cumulative monthly unplanned issues, available balance, stores balance, open on
order balance, open requirements balance on controlled items or order point
quantity on consumption /free stock items, and status quantity. This last is a
mechanical determination of the material item status as reflected by material
required versus material on hand and on order.
Daily, all punched card detail representing material document transmittals
processed through the tabulating the previous day are collated against this
summary card file and a material records transfer posting list is prepared showing all activity and new balances for each material inventory item. An updated
new material records balance forward summary card is prepared. The updated
summary cards are balanced and returned to file. The transfer posting list is
forwarded to the material department inventory record card group. Here, an
individual inventory record card is maintained on a perpetual basis for each
material inventory item. The transfer posting list, as received from the tabulating department is daily facsimile- posted to the applicable inventory record
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card for the material number on which activity occurred. Monthly the material
record daily balance forward summary card file is reproduced in entirety.
The original material record daily balance forward summary card deck representing inventory status of all material items is used for three basic purposes:
1.

Preparation of material operating report on commercial items.

2.

Mechanical accumulation of cumulative planned and unplanned
issues for a predetermined period.

3. Development of differences by material item on material
groups being physically inventoried between stores count and
stores balance per summary card. Differences mechanically
cause issuance of a recount card for material department use.
The project status daily balance forward card deck consists of one card for
each project within an inventory production group material item and reflects
stores quantity, open -on -order quantity, open planned requirements on controlled
items or order point quantity on consumption /free stock items and status quantity, which is a mechanical determination of material item status as reflected by
material required versus material on hand and on order. Daily, and concurrently
with the material record balance forward summary card deck processing, all
punched cards representing material document transactions in previous day are
collated against this deck at the project level, tabulated for preparation of updated summary cards, and updated summaries balanced to material record balance forward summary cards at the material item level.
All project status summary cards are mechanically analyzed daily for material
items on which activity occurred for effect of activity. If a credit status was
caused at the project level, a mechanical transfer is produced if a surplus of
material is available at another project within the material item.
If a credit status was caused at the project level and also exists at the material
item level indicating need for procurement action, a purchase order requisition
card is mechanically produced.
Monthly the project status daily balance forward summary card deck is used
in conjunction with the master material deck to produce operating reports reflecting quantities and values at the material item project code level as to open purchase order requisition position, stores position, open requirement or order point
position, net status position, and possible surplus material.
The purchase order status daily balance forward card deck consists of one
summary card for each open scheduled quantity for every purchase order item
initiated by Convair to account for the receipt of material, not only to inventory
but also of direct charge type material. Daily, all punched card detail repreOCTOBER, 1957
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senting all types of material commitment transaction documents for current day's
business are collated against this summary card file, a daily purchase order status
report is produced on material inventory items or direct charge purchase order
items on which activity occurred, and an updated summary card is prepared for
all quantities still open at the scheduled delivery level. The daily purchase order
status report is forwarded to material department for use in resolving material
overshipments, expediting of shortage material, reference for rescheduling material due to manufacturing schedule changes, etc. The updated summary cards
are balanced and returned to file for further use as activity occurs daily.
Monthly, the entire file is reproduced. The original deck is returned to file
for continuation of daily processing purposes. The reproduced summary cards
are used to produce various material operating reports, such as vendor purchase
order status with respect to which a statement is mailed to the vendors showing
their status on open purchase order items and requesting latest shipping information. A material receipts forecast for budget unit use is also prepared.
Under the system outlined, manual identification of material received as to
applicable open purchase order scheduled quantities is unnecessary. All material
receipts are mechanically applied against oldest open delivery schedules.
The summary card deck for open commitments consists of one card for each
purchase order initiated by Convair and contains purchase order number, vendor
code, material group (as applicable), buyer group or department, accounting
distribution, work order, document date, and actual purchase order amount.
Monthly, all punched cards representing detail material purchase order and
purchase order change notice documents, as well as all punched cards representing detail accounts payable invoice payments at the purchase order level,
are combined with previous month's summary deck and tabulated for updated
summary card file preparation. The open commitment summary card file (invoice level) is then used in preparing accounting department operating reports
for use in audit and budget report preparation.
Reports Resulting From Card Processing
Miscellaneous operating reports are produced monthly from the punched
cards representing current accounting month material document transactions in
conjunction with the master material deck. Some of these are listed below:
1. Excess material usage variance report — produced monthly for
material department use reflecting percentage of excess usage
material to planned usage by department and cost center.
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2.

Weight receipts and disbursement report— Produced monthly
for material department use in preparing reports comparing
weight of scrap material to weight of material issued.

3. Project material commitment report— Current month procurement activity priced at the standard value, actual value, and
variance for use in estimating purposes.
4. Requisition /transfer posting schedules — Monthly reports prepared for accounting department use in book of account entries at standard value as factored by percentage of variance.
5. Invoice variance report— Receiving report detail cards representing current month material transactions are priced at
standard unit price by means of the master material deck.
These cards are then mechanically matched, inventory items
only, against accounts payable invoice detail representing current month payments identified as to purchase order and receiving report. Matched cards are used to prepare the invoice
variance posting schedule for accounting use in booking variance by group /contract.
A List of Achievements
In all, the material cost control system which has been described here provides approximately 100 daily and monthly reports. Every mechanical application has been economically justified in tangible savings. Not only this but many
other beneficial results may be named. A fairly comprehensive list would be:
1.

2.

The material requirements and schedule data are correlated
to manufacturing needs adjusted for material specifications.
Reduction of shortages and excessive usage.

3. A basis has been provided for sound procurement decisions.
4. Cost data reports are produced.
5. Engineering, procurement and manufacturing requirements
are reconciled.
6. Component or assembly breakdowns are prepared rapidly.
7. Mechanical inventory control is provided.
8. Material price variances are measured .
9. Machine pricing of material documents (such as requisitions
and price bill of materials), is accomplished.
10. Many reports for statistical data and estimating purposes.
11. Common data are supplied for material cost records, which
are more timely and in greater detail.
OCTOBER, 1957
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THE STORY OF A STORY TO BE TOLD
It is at the point at which, when the accountant extracts from his records
accumulated data for the purpose of presenting management with a summary of
the financial results of operations, that trouble occurs.
Consider, for the moment, the manager's review of his copy of the month's
financial statements. He notes that the net profit figure is lower than he had
anticipated. However, no ready explanation appears. Perhaps the sales manager
was a bit too optimistic. He looks at the sales figure. It is in line. He examines
the summary cost of sales and gross profit figures. Ali! costs are up! He turns to
the statement of cost of goods manufactured and sold. A few items are a bit out
of line with budgeted figures. But what about these figures immediately under
production costs? Apply net change in inventory of finished goods and there is
the same high cost of sales figure as on the profit and loss statement, with high
unit cost!
Finally, our manager finds a schedule of inventories, study of which reveals
that valuation is unchanged except that "inventory reserves," appear to be up
somewhat this month. He remembers the controller had mentioned a need to
increase a reserve because of the reduction in raw material prices on current
purchase orders. This, then, must account for the poor showing this month.
Why give a manager a blind schedule showing a mystifying change in unit
cost, like this:
Per Unit
Cost
Quantity
Goods manufactured . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,000
Add: Beginning inventory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20,000
Total Available for sale . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30,000
Less: Ending inventory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,000
Cost of goods sold . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,000

$50,000

$5.00

90,000

4.50

140,000

4.67

60,000

4.00

$80,000

5.33

Why not bring into the statement the disclosure needed, as follows:
Quantity
Finished goods sold at cost on the basis of
fi r s t i n , fi r s t ou t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Loss due to inventory adjustments for obsolescence and degradation . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Loss on reduction of inventory to market valuation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total cost of sales per statement of profit and
loss . ...............................

15,000

Amount

Per Unit

$75,000

$5.00

1,200

.08

3.800

.25

$80,000

$5.33

Take the viewpoint of the manager, who has an excellent knowledge of costs
and revenues but no special knowledge of accounting techniques. Then isolate the troublesome areas in each report and recast them in a more acceptable
form.
DON AL D E . HEA TH
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Costing for Aircraft Manufacture
by MAURICE R. VAN CAMP
industry have increased
T greatly during the past few years. inPriorthetoaircraft
World War II airplanes were
HE COST ACCOUNTING PROBLEMS

relatively simple in construction and shall quantities were produced. Under
these conditions, the cost accounting systems used in the industry generally provided for accumulation of cost by sales contract. Costs were segregated by the
engineering costs, tooling costs, and production costs only. During World II,
the production of aircraft was increased greatly and a large number of airplanes
was included under each sales contract. This greatly increased production, but
did not create cost accounting problems for the entire aircraft industry, since
the majority of the companies in the industry sold their products under cost plus- fixed -fee contracts which perpetuated accumulation of expenditures by contract, for the purpose of securing reimbursement. The cost accounting records,
if any were maintained at all, were relatively simple job lot systems.
Our company sold its products under fixed -price type contracts so that it was
necessary for us to expand our job lot cost accounting system to provide the
necessary information in order to determine the cost of deliveries.
During this period, substantially all engineering and tooling costs were applicable to contracts for airplanes. Therefore, it was not necessary to allocate or
distribute general overhead costs to engineering direct labor. In fact, most of
the companies in the industry included substantially all overhead costs in manufacturing burden which was distributed to manufacturing Direct Labor.
At the end of World War Il, the industry continued its development work
on jet engine aircraft. At the same time, research and development work was
started on rocket engines, missiles, guidance systems, and other electronic equipment. As contracts were received for research and development work it became
necessary to change methods of collecting direct costs and of allocating and distributing overhead costs so that these contracts would be charged with an equitable portion of overhead costs. Then, as the performance and speed of aircraft
increased, they became larger and heavier. This complexity in the product made
MAURICE R. VAN CAMP is Controller of the Columbus, Ohio plant, North American
Aviation, Inc. Previously, he served as the same company's Chief Accountant in Los
Angeles, and as Assistant Chief Accountant at Dallas, Texas.
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it necessary to use new types of materials, to procure new and larger types of
machine tools and to change manufacturing techniques.
This brings us to the cost accounting problems which the aircraft industry
has today. Since the principal customer is the United States Government, the
accounting systems are influenced by laws and regulations and contract provisions. It will be helpful to review briefly the types of contracts which are
entered into for the sale of our products. The contracts which the Government uses for purchases fall into fixed price and cost type categories.
Fixed Price Contracts —Firm and Incentive

will

Fixed -price contracts provide for either a firm price or a price which is subject to adjustment under a price revision or incentive clause. There is included
in all types of fixed -price contracts a "changes article" which provides for an
equitable adjustment of contract price for any changes in the quantities to be
delivered, the specifications of the items ordered, the delivery schedule, etc.
The two principal sub -types of contracts included in this classification are the
firm fixed -price contract and the fixed -price incentive contract. A firm fixed
price is not subject to adjustment except under the changes article. A fixed•
price incentive contract (substantially all of our larger airplane contracts) contains a "price revision article" which provides for the establishment of an estimated (target) contract cost and a target profit, totaling to the estimated or
target selling price of the contract.
The time for negotiating the targets in the contract is generally in the early
be taking substantial risk. Virstages of the contract, so that the contractor
tually all of the contracts involving the sale of complete airplanes provide that
the targets will be established by negotiation after the completion of manufacture of a specified quantity. Contracts for an additional quantity of airplanes
of a specific model (generally referred to as "follow -on" contracts) usually
provide for the targets to be negotiated after the delivery of a specified number of airplanes on a previous contract for the same model.
The contract ordinarily provides that the company submit for use in the
negotiation of the targets a statement of all costs incurred to that time, by airplane lots, and an estimate of the cost of completing the work required. On
the basis of the cost experience and estimate submitted, together with other
pertinent data, the contractor and the Government negotiate the target cost, the
target profit (generally 71/2 per cent to 9 per cent of target cost) and the target
price for the articles called for by the contract. The price revision article also
provides that, after the delivery of the last airplane under the contract, the con 80
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tractor shall submit a statement of all costs incurred in performing the contract,
together with an estimate of any additional costs to be incurred in completing
it. The adjusted target cost of the contract is computed by adding to the original
target cost the negotiated cost of all changes made pursuant to the changes
article. It is then compared with the negotiated actual cost of the contract. If
the actual costs are less than the target costs, the contractor receives a specified
percentage of the savings. If they are in excess of the adjusted target costs, the
contract profit is reduced by a specified percentage, of such excess. There are
provisions that, in no event, shall the re- determined contract price exceed a
specified percentage of the target cost (generally 125 per cent) and that the
amount of profit shall not exceed a specified percentage (generally 15 per cent).
Cost Type Contracts
The cost type contracts which the Government is permitted to negotiate are
the cost contract and the cost - plus -a- fixed -fee contract. Under the former, the
Government reimburses the contractor for certain costs incurred in the performance of the contract but no profit is received for the work performed. A cost plus a fixed -fee contract is negotiated only if it is not possible to make accurate
estimates of the costs to be incurred in performing the scope of work. It is negotiated principally for research and development work, experimental contracts
for airplanes, missiles and engines, and for the modification of a small quantity
of airplanes. The company receives reimbursement for allowable costs as prescribed by the contract for such items as direct labor, direct materials, certain
other direct costs and overheads and a fixed -fee for profit. The fee is based upon
the estimated total cost of the contract and is not subject to adjustment unless
there is a change in the scope of work. At the present time, our company is selling products or services under all of the above - mentioned types of contracts.
This naturally results in more accounting problems than would the use of a
single type of contract for all sales. Our contracts run up to more than $100
million.
Principal Categories of Major Contract Costs
Our cost records, as in any other company, must provide the necessary information to value our inventories, cost our sales, provide management with data
for control purposes, and satisfy the requirements of our contractors for cost
reports. A job lot system of cost accounting is used since this system provides
us with the necessary records to satisfy these requirements. Products are not manOCTOBER, 1957
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ufactured until a sales contract has been received for the product. Thus the use
of a finished goods inventory account is not required. Work -in- process inventory accounts are credited with cost of sales as deliveries are made.
Because of the variations in type and dollar value of our contracts, the Columbus Division uses seven general ledger accounts for work in process, each of
which controls cost ledgers. Four of the controlling accounts are for fixed -price
contracts and three of them are for cost -type contracts. Two of these accounts,
one for fixed -price contracts and one for cost -type contracts, control the cost
records for our major aircraft contracts. The cost ledger accounts under each
of these controlling accounts are the same except for the cost of sales accounts.
Those for major contracts are maintained by contract, grouped under four major classifications: engineering costs, tooling, production, and direct expenses.
The major classifications of engineering expenses are design and drafting,
special contract articles, publications, and test reports and services. Design and
drafting represents engineering labor and burden applicable to all design and
drafting work relating to the product. Publications include pilots' handbooks,
maintenance modification and overhaul manuals, illustrated parts catalog, numerical drawing list, field service bulletins, training parts data and charts, training films, and systems handbooks. Test reports and services accounts are used
to accumulate the cost of preparing and issuing reports. These reports vary by
contract but include such items as flight test, demonstrations, etc.
Tooling costs are accumulated by contract and also by cost ledger accounts
which segregate charges by the type of tool or nature of the cost. Examples of
the accounts we use are design and fabrication of detail tools, assembly tools,
special machines and equipment, and tool masters and forms, and cost of tools
required by vendors and subcontractors, special testing equipment, tool proving, moving and arranging tooling into assembly lines, and removal and preparation of tooling for storage. Special accounts are also used to segregate the
cost of design change or rework of a completed tool, by type of tool, and maintenance and replacement of tools.
Production costs are accumulated in cost ledgers by contract, cost ledger account and production lot or releases. The lots are established for each contract
as a result of an agreement between the manufacturing, contract pricing, and
accounting departments. Production costs categories are:
Direct costs- materials —tom pan y- f urn ished equipment, direct labor,
burden applicable to direct labor, purchased labor, sub - contracted
parts normally fabricated, and major subcontract costs.
Rework and replacement— rework due to defective labor, replacement
due to defective material, rework or replacement— engineering
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changes, replacement due to defective labor, rework of government furnished equipment, replacement of lost parts, etc.
Contract /light— engine run -up line, pilots' time, and operation costs
(fuel, oil, etc.). This group of accounts relates only to testing of
production airplanes. Experimental airplanes are flight tested by
the engineering department and charged to its costs.
Packing and .chipping— airplanes, spares, and kits.
The fourth principal category of cost ledger accounts used to accumulate costs
under major aircraft contracts is direct expense. These are costs not properly
chargeable to engineering or tooling costs and cannot be charged to production
costs accounts since it is not practical and, in most cases, not possible to segregate them by production lots. Cost ledger accounts are established in this series
for such costs as production planning, material burden, traveling expense, etc.
Cost Accounts for Minor Work; Statistical Data
In addition to the controlling and cost ledger accounts used for major contracts, general and cost ledger accounts are maintained for other contracts. These
accounts are work -in- process for fixed -price sales orders, work -in- process fixedprice general orders, spare parts call contracts, work -in- process for fixed -price
general orders, other than call contracts, work -in- process for cost -type general
and sales orders, and work -in- process for cost type modification contracts. It
should be noted that these accounts are by type of contract by type of order.
Sales orders are used for contracts, generally spare parts, with a small total
dollar value. General orders are issued for sales contracts which are relatively
large in amount but which are not considered major aircraft contracts. These
orders are for spare parts for out -of- production airplanes, research and development work, etc.
It was found advisable to establish these controlling accounts and series of
cost ledger accounts because there was no need or desire to maintain the details
on smaller contracts which are maintained for major contracts.
In addition to the cost ledgers which are maintained, the system provides the
basis for determining for each of our cost accounts the amount of costs incurred
to date for such cost elements as direct labor, direct material, purchased labor
and burden. At the present time, over 16,000 cost accounts are maintained in
the ledgers. Besides the cost accounts, statistical information is furnished to our
production departments for control purposes. Most of this information is on
an hours basis, since hours have been used in the aircraft industry for years
for the purpose of controlling manufacturing performance. Hours information
OCTOBER, 1957
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is supplied applicable to each cost ledger account by contract and airplane section and, in addition, hours costs are supplied by manufacturing department
and by operation.
Burden Accounting
Beginning with the current fiscal year, five burdens are distributed to the cost
accounts. They are manufacturing burden, engineering burden, administrative
burden, material burden, and major subcontract burden. Manufacturing burden
is distributed on the basis of manufacturing direct labor hours. Engineering burden is distributed on the ratio of engineering direct labor hours and administrative burden to the total of manufacturing and engineering direct labor hours.
Material burden is distributed on the basis of direct material dollars charged to
work in process. Major subcontract burden is distributed to major subcontract
costs charged to work in process. All burdens are distributed on an annual basis.
Manufacturing burden is charged with the overhead expenses applicable to
employees reporting to the factory manager and with overhead expenses applicable to the operations of the factory. Engineering overhead is charged with
the overhead expenses applicable to employees reporting to the chief engineer
and with overhead expenses applicable to the operations of the engineering division. Administrative burden is charged with the costs of the accounting, contracts, public relations, and general administration departments and with other
general and administrative expenses which are allowable items of cost under
government contracts. Material burden is charged with the costs and expenses
of the purchasing, receiving, inspecting, and warehousing of materials, except
for major subcontract materials. Major subcontract burden is charged with the
costs applicable to the purchasing, inspecting, etc. of major aircraft assemblies.
Our burden accounting has been under revision for a number of years. The
following basic change is an example of a change which was made as a result
of being a Government contractor. For several years the Air Force had requested
a change of the basis of distributing burden from direct labor dollars to direct
labor hours. It was decided to make such a change and the necessary permission from the other government agencies involved was obtained. Also during
the last fiscal year the Government advised that, effective July 1, 1956, the burden costs of cost-plus -a- fixed -fee contracts would be negotiated after the close
of each accounting period and that provisions for negotiation of predetermined
fixed rates for overhead would no longer be permitted. The decision was made
to discontinue distribution of actual burdens on a monthly basis but, instead,
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to distribute burdens on an annual basis in order to negotiate burden rates for
all contracts at the end of each fiscal year.
When a change of this sort is made, immediate investigation of the mechanics
of handling the accounting is carried out to see if there are any practical advantages which result. After changing distribution of burden to an annual basis
effective April 1, 1956, the conclusion was reached that it would no longer be
necessary to cut off our payrolls at the end of each calendar month. Four and
five week months are now used for payroll distribution purposes. Little, if any,
difference in cost of sales results from this change and considerable time and
expense in tabulating and cost accounting departments is saved. It was also
decided to use predetermined rates in distributing burden monthly. This makes
possible the publication of financial reports two days earlier since preliminary
cost records and cost of sales are obtained at the same time as allocation of
service department costs to the various burden accounts.
Further, the change to the hours basis of distributing burden made it possible
to combine the distributing of manufacturing and engineering burden with their
respective administrative 'burdens. While burden was being distributed on a
dollars basis, manufacturing and engineering burden was distributed on direct
labor dollars and administrative burden on a total cost basis. It was necessary
to obtain direct labor dollars for manufacturing and engineering and to post
the overhead accounts before distributing manufacturing and engineering burden. It was then necessary to summarize costs to obtain the base for distributing administrative burden. Under the present system, it is necessary only to
obtain manufacturing and engineering direct labor hours to obtain the base for
distributing manufacturing, engineering and administrative burden.
A Future Consisting of Changes
It is to be expected that changes in government contract provisions and aircraft design will create cost accounting problems in the future as in the past,
which will require modification of our cost accounting systems. The new military aircraft are weapons systems in which reliability in the functions of all
components of the system is absolutely necessary. This results in requirements
for new check -out equipment, environmental testing equipment, etc., thus suggesting the possibility that present methods of accounting for inspection costs
may be inadequate to properly allocate these costs to contracts. In short, the
future is likely to be one of constant change. If we habituate ourselves to adapting to change, we are best prepared to do our jobs well.
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Aspects of the Communications Problem
I. COMMUNICATIONS—CROSSING THE THRESHOLD OF
UNDERSTANDING
The accountant takes thousands of
transactions and reduces them to a few
quantities. He can tell the story of a
year's operations on a single sheet of
paper. But he is not the one to take
action. We find him sitting on a burgeoning pile of facts. He can understand there, sort them, understand
their correlation, but he cannot make
any positive use of them.
Somebody can! We have stopped
short of a complete definition of accounting unless we end up with the
word, communication. We have to get
through to somebody. We have to
cross the threshold of his understanding.
The communication problem has
been approached from several directions, but we still are not satisfied
with the quality of understanding we
get. We are not sure whom we are
addressing. We are sending "To whom
it may concern" messages. What are
the implications for the accountant?
He must identify the receiver of his
report whenever he can. He must limit
the audience of a single report to the
fewest people. He should be known
to as many of his audience as possible.
The objective of this person- to -person relationship is not to make the
accounting department popular, but
simply to find out what the people are
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like through whom accounting must
work if it is to contribute anything to
the effectiveness of the enterprise.
Further, the accountant must say the
right word at the right time. He now
finds himself in competition with reporting systems developed by non accounting groups. With close contact
between accounting personnel and
operating and financial personnel at all
levels, the accounting department can
find out what tomorrow's problem is
likely to be. A good controller dreams
of walking into the president's office
with the ready -made answer to the
question that the president is just about
ready to ask.
Communication means follow through, too. Was the reported information useful? Was it delivered in
time? Will repetition of the report be
helpful? Did anybody who should
have had the information fail to get
it? Did the information lead to the
right decision or action? Communication is the catalyst which makes it
possible for the accountant to be a
productive member of a business organization.
The accountant must come to know
the production man, the salesman, the
executive, and must learn as much as
he can of the problems facing these
persons. By means of conferences, incidental remarks, and formal planning
sessions, the accountant attempts to
find out what facts need to be reN.A.A. BULLETIN

ported, how often, and how they
should be presented. He schedules
regular reports to serve recurring
needs. For the special case, he reports
orally or has special studies made at
the proper time. He stops reporting
when a report serves no purpose.
JIM G. ASHBURNE

2. OPENING THE DOOR TO
COMMUNICATIONS
Communication is the systematic
gathering and transmitting of information. But this is not enough, the information must be understood! We
can perhaps define the accountant's role
in communication, as follows: "To
provide a common denominator that
translates a myriad of business plans
and transactions into meaningful terms
which can be readily related and understood by non - accountants."
Regardless of the difficulties, the
accountant who is to fulfill his role in
communication must know his company's existing organization structure.
He must determine specific requirements for cost and other financial or
related information and provide such
mechanisms as simple, clear account
description and codes, time and material reporting instructions, etc., to enable others to furnish the required
source data, for feedback in more useful form. To fully understand and interpret the cost on specific operations,
he must get in the plant and become
familiar with the nature and sequence
of the various operations.
The accountant must know not only
OCTOBER, 1957

his company but his own obligations.
He has a very definite obligation to
management at all levels, to see that
effective reporting and financial control are an integral part of the accounting system. It cannot be done by
high pressure, foot -in- the -door methods, but through example, suggestion
and persuasion based on sound knowledge and understanding of the other
fellow's problems.
Only costs or information which the
recipients can readily understand or
directly control should be included in
reports and some basis for comparison,
with enough detail to provide for an
explanation of variations, is necessary
for real understanding. It is not true
that the more pieces of paper required
to report a transaction, the greater the
control. On the contrary, simple and
direct reports and procedures eliminate confusion and increase understanding.
If accountants are to play the dynamic role offered by the challenge of
business communication, they must
first understand so that they may be
understood — for communication is
mutual understanding.
J. M. EMERY

3. IT'S A REPORTER'S JOB
In the fast pace of today's business,
accounting has tended to lag behind
management's requirements. However,
the road map for the future is essentially something which can be provided
in special reports to management.
What does management want? Well,
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"What does management need ?" One
must understand something of the mechanics of management. An article in
the April 1957 issue of Nation's Bus iness, "How to Make a Business Decision' was timely in this respect. It
outlined several basic steps that management should follow: (1) Defining
the problem, (2) Defining expectations, and developing alternative solutions. There is a parallel situation in
preparing reports for management. The
problem must first be known. Few
things are as useless as the right answer to the wrong problem. What do
we want to gain by solving the problem? Only knowledge of this will
make study of it pertinent. Then we
come to the temptation to come up
with the "right" solution at once. This
is the major weakness of decision -making, the temptation to rule out alternative solutions.

2. What do these figures mean?
3. Can the figures be understood by
the person for whom they are intended?
4. Am I sure that the figures are in
such a form that they cannot possibly be misunderstood?
5. Based on my knowledge of the
problem, do the figures look right?
6. Should the figures be checked
again?
Our job is half accounting half
salesmanship. Better packaging of a
report involves a sensing of the kind
of "package" that will appeal. Some
executives like charts, some like figures, some like color, and all like a
straight forward report. Better packaging also involves the condensation
of a multitude of detail into a relatively few figures. What management
needs is not to be sandbagged with
figures but to be given a summary
report which can be backed up with
detailed figures if necessary.

There are many accountants who
have the ability to assemble facts, but
are not able to translate them into the
language management can understand.
We tend to confuse instead of communicate in our reports. The facts
just as a good reporter must always
should be listed in logical order and so
answer the questions: Who? What?
organized that the impact will be fast
When? Where and How? in his
and forceful. Before a report is prestories, a good accountant in his resented, the accountant should be sure
porting to management should always
he has satisfactorily answered the folkeep in mind what management wants,
lowing questions:
when it wants it, where to look for
1. For what purpose are these figures the answer, and how to present it.
to be used?
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Manual Inventory Control Report
Serves Well in a Small Company
by LOUIS B. SCHNEGGENBURGER
with the addition of several new products to our line,
shortages became an increasing source of trouble. There was
plenty of inventory by product but not by package. The double - handling and
repackaging occasioned was expensive and certainly not efficient. Delivery
promises were usually kept but the sales department complained of improper
production planning and the production department complained of insufficient

A

B OUT
O U T TE N YEAR S AGO,

lead time to plan.
Data for Production Planning
The remedial approach was to design a weekly report embodying all the
fundamental data on finished goods inventory. This report, which became our
programming tool, indicates our budgeted weekly quota of sales, actual sales,
sales estimates, stock on hand, production, and production schedule. Although
we use this report weekly, it could be applied on a monthly basis. A specimen
copy of this form is given as Exhibit 1. The first ten lines are filled in by the
sales department, as follows:
Information

Line Number

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
9 and

to

8.

Weekly budgeted quota for the current year.
Average weekly actual sales for the previous year.
Average weekly actual sales for the current year.
Actual sales two weeks ago, per billings.
Actual sales last week, per billings.
Estimated sales for this week from orders on hand.
Estimated sales for next week from orders on hand.
Estimated sales for two weeks hence.
Filled if the sales manager proposes a change in either
minimum or maximum stock, or both.

is Accounting Supervisor of the multiplant Lucidol Division of Wallace and Tiernan, Inc., Buffalo, New York. Previously he was employed by
Old Dutch Foods, Inc., as Assistant Treasurer, and as Chief Accountant for the Buffalo
Plant of the Yale and Towne Manufacturing Company. Mr. Schneggenburger is a previous
contributor to the Bulletin.
LOUIS B. SCHNEGGENBURGER
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EE1%1Y QUOTA, ACTUAL SALES, SAMS ESTIMATE, STW,ri tiN HAND
PRGUUM014, rRUDUCTl(M SCEEDULE, AM BREAi lN BY SIZES
Product
A

1 Weekly Quota 1957

2 Ave. Weekly Sales 1956
3 Ave. Weekly Sales to date 1957
1+ Actual Sales meek of
5 Actual Sales Week of
5 Est. Sales Week of
7 Est. Sales Week of
8 Est. Sales Week of

2/4/57
2/11/57
2/18/57
2/25/57
3/4/57

4, 3 0 0
4,100
5,.500

6,535
4,580
1,550
00

1's

10's

50's

150
150
200

2,050
2, 0 0 0
2,500

2, 1 0 0
1, 95 0
2, 8 0 0

45
60

590
1,570

5,900
2,950

1, 000

1,000

5 ' 500

. .

1,000

9
10

Total )Minimum Stook
T o t a l Maximum S t o c k

11
12
14
14

23,173

523

3,050

i9,600

4,310
2 ,43.
4,580

523
6o

560
3,610
1,5 70

3,750
23,350

16

Stock on Hand 2/10/57
Returns or Receipts
Week of 2/11/57
Total
Shipped and Trfed. This Week
Stock on Hand 2/17/57

2,040

20,400

17
18

Breakdown Minimum Stock
-breakdown Maximwn Stock

40,000
65,000

2,500

9,200

30,000

19
20
21
22
23

Stock on Hand 2/17/57
Est. 3 Week Sales Thru 3/10/57
Anticipated Inventory 3/10/57
Prod. He'd. for 3 Weeks
Proposed Inventory
3/10/57

22,903
9,500
13, 443
26 100

463

2,o4o
(1,210)

20,400
14 ;150

15

24 Production
Production
Production
27 Total of 3

25
26

( e n t r i e s m a d e i f c h a n ge s i n m i n i m u m
o r m a x i m u m a r e pro po se d)

Schedule 2/18
Schedule 2/25
Schedule 3/4
Weeks Prod.

343

in
In
In
In
In
in
In

35
36
37
38
39

800

12,500

463

43

5

4,
5 ,o4o
55
, 6
1,750
1,750
1,7.50

26,100

batch Size
Econornical Run - Batches /Wk.
Tank Bat. Re'd. Week of 2/18
Tank Bat. he'd. Week of 2/25
Tank 13at. Re'd. Week of 3/4
A
B
C
D
E

39,503

453

8,700
8,700
8,700

28
29
30
31
32

Wa r e h o u s e
Warehouse
Wa r e ho u s e
Warehouse
'Warehouse
Plant 1
Plant 2

22,903

5,250

2,950

50,000

3

000
6,950
6,950
6,950

20,850

870
10
10
10
10

600

600

1,320

9,9000
10, 000

320

463

600

1,000

8 , 0 o'
10, 000

EXHIBIT 1
From the data so assembled, the sales staff can see at a glance as to each
product and package that additional effort is required. Advertising is also
guided accordingly. Th e form is then given to the traffic department where
all shipments during the previous week are reported on Line 15. At this point,
the traffic department, which supervises the billing, checks the sales as shown
on Line 5, to be sure that all shipments have been billed and likewise to be
sure that everything billed has been shipped. After shipments and billings have
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been reconciled, the form is given to the inventory control unit where weekending inventories are inserted on Lines 33 to 39.
The form then goes to the production control department for completion.
On Line 11, stock on hand is copied from Line 16 of the previous week's report.
On Line 12, returns or receipts, if any, are entered. Production for the week
is reported on Line 13. These three lines are totalled on Line 14, and shipments
(Line 15) deducted to give stock on hand on Line 16. Because this figure represents the total inventory available for shipment, including warehouse stocks
and plant stocks, it must agree with the total Lines 33 through 39.
Let us note an important fact here. There must necessarily be a close liaison
among the inventory control unit and the traffic department and the sales
department in order to schedule shipments of proper sizes to the various warehouses. This insures the right size of the right product at the right warehouse
at the right time. Having inventory correctly warehoused is one way of keeping
transportation costs at a minimum. Further, the report is made up to show on
each line, the total quantity in pounds of each item, as well as the pounds of
product by size of container, so that no detail is overlooked. Minimum and
maximum stocks are copied on Lines 17 and 18 from the previous report except
when proposals to change them have been indicated on Lines 9 and 10 by the
sales manager and have been approved by the management committee, in which
case the new figures are inserted.
Use of Information in Scheduling Operations
The production department now has all the data it needs to schedule the
next three weeks' operations. Starting on Line 19 with the stock on hand shown
on Line 16, a total of Lines 6, 7 and 8 is obtained to get on Line 20 the estimated
sales for three weeks. This figure, deducted from that on Line 19, shows on
Line 21 what we call anticipated inventory. At this point, the department prepares its production schedule, showing estimated production by weeks on lines
24, 25, and 26 with a total for these three lines appearing on Line 27. The
schedulers must keep in mind the minimum and maximum inventory by products,
as shown on Lines 17 and 18. Figures on Line 27 are then copied on Line 22
where they are added to the sub -total on Line 21, to arrive at the figure we call
our proposed inventory three weeks hence.
Based on economical runs, the production department schedules the number
of tank batches required, by weeks, on Lines 30 to 32 and advises the purchasing
department of materials required. Purchases and deliveries of these are scheduled
to be on hand at the plant as needed. Here again, minimum and maximum
OCTOBER, 1957
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quantities of raw materials, containers and supplies are determined by the
management committee and its approval is required for any changes.
The production department, in the meantime, has given the sales department
a time table disclosing the lead time for each product. Occasionally a customer
wants a given product packaged in a special size container. Knowing the time
required makes it possible for the sales department to promise delivery.
Use by Management Committee and Accounting Staff
Upon completion of the report, which is hand - written, six copies are typed
and distributed, usually the same day, to the vice - president in charge of the
division, the general manager, and the plant superintendent, who are the members of the management committee, and to the sales manager, traffic department,
and the accounting department, the original being retained by production. When
problems arise, they can generally be settled by an inter - office telephone call.
Major problems and changes are usually discussed in a conference of all parties
concerned. The management committee, by comparing successive reports, can
quickly arrive at decisions regarding changes to be made within their respective
areas of responsibility. The accounting department uses the report in checking
sales, production, and inventories by product, size and location, against cost
ledger figures and has found it invaluable for reconciling differences.
Ten Years of Smoother Operation
We have been using this programming tool for more than a decade. It has
helped make possible a smooth running operation. We know in advance when
overtime work is required and schedule it to the satisfaction of management
and labor and, ultimately, our customers. Other benefits logically follow. Our
cash flow can be handled more intelligently when we can see in advance what
our additional requirements will be for inventory and growing receivables.
Over the period of years, this medium of control has also made us aware
of need for additional equipment, labor and storage facilities. The sales department is better equipped to make promises of delivery to our customers. Frequently the production schedule is changed to meet changing requirements
without causing hardship anywhere along the line.
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Berland nese Covers
.

Books and Pamphlets
Business Report Writing

Digital Computer Programming

Robert D. Hay and Raymond V . Lesikar,
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Illinois,
1957, 332 pp., $7.20.

D. D. McCracken, John Wi l e y 6 S o n s, Inc.,
440 Fourth Avenue, N . Y . 16, N. Y. , 1957,
253 PP., $7.75.

There is a definite attempt in this book,
written for college students but useful for

Written for "the person who needs to know
how problems are solved on a modern stored

genera l study of its subject, to help writers
of reports relate themselves logically to
their source information, media of communication and readership. Hence there are
sections on "communicator" analysis, media analysis, and "effect" analysis. However,
concrete rather than abstract considerations
are involved. As illustration, it may be
noted that the fu ll title of the "effects" section is "Principles and Standards Concerning the 'Effect' of a Report" and its
component chapters deal with clearness,
conciseness, conviction and style, respectively.

program computer," this text is mainly exposition which deals with computing and
coding "fundamentals" and goes on to the
internals of equipment and the means by
which they ca rry out routines. The greater
portion of the volume is in this area. Six
appendixes are provided, including one on
"Minimum Access Programming" and one
on "Externally Programmed Computers" as
well as a bibliography.

Montgomery's Auditing
Norman J. Lenhart and Philip L. Defliese,
The Ronald Press Co., 13 East 26th St., New
York 10, N. Y. , Eighth Edition, 1937, 766
pp., $10.

Forty -five years have elapsed since the first
edition of this text. The present edition is
the first revision to be made since Colonel
Montgomery's death in 1953 and, as noted
prefatorily by the current authors, was
shared by numerous members of his firm
and its staff. The work continues to have
somewhat the character of a manual, each
chapter being provided with its own table
of contents for easier reference. It has been
brou ght up to date throughou t for developments in professional techniques and responsibilities and broadening of the profession's "address."
O C T O B E R , 1957

Handbook of Partnership Taxation
Arthur B. Willis, Prentice Hall, Inc., Edge.
wood Cli fs, New Jersey, 1957, 585 pp., $13.

If not exhaustive, this book may be characterized as infinitely extensive in its treatment of its specialized subdivison of a tax
specialty. Tax relationships of partnership
formation, operating interest sale or exchange, distribution, and dissolution are
successively covered, with liberal backgrou nd in law and example. Appendixes illustrate a variety of types of partnership
agreements. As a handbook, the work is
well-equipped with indices, including separate ones to Internal Revenue Code Sections, cases cited, and subjects treated in
the text.
Working With the Internal
Revenue Code — 1957
James J Mahon, Jr., Editor, American Instttute of Certified Public Accountants, 270
Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y. , 1957,
192 Pp., $3.

Characterized by title page description as
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"selected comments from the Journal of
Accountancy's Tax Clinic, July 1954 to July
1957," the component papers in this grou p
are presented on a topical table of contents.
Examples of these groupings, of which there
are some 25, are "Computation of Tax,"
"Deductions," Corporate Distributions and
Adjustments," "Taxes on Foreign In.
comes," and "Procedure and Administration." Titles and text are marginally annotated with applicable Internal Revenue
code section numbers.

counting because prices change, the author
of this article centers his attention on distinguishing between particular solutions
which recognize that certain prices have
changed, e.g., "lifo," a nd those which concern themselves with change in the price
level, e. g., common dollar or "stabilized"
accounting.

The Preparation of Consolidated
Statements
John Peopler, Journal of Accountancy, August
1957.

Tax Fraud
Harry Graham Baiter, Editor, Journal of
Taxation, 147 Eat 50th Street, New Yo rk 22,
N. Y. , 1957, Paper Bound, 96 pp.

Subtitled "Wha t the practitioner needs to
know to protect his client" and designated
as "Practionei s Guide to Current Tax Problems No. 3," this pamphlet is a gathering
together of material which has appeared in
Mr. Balter's department in the Journal of
Ta x a t i o n over the past several years, plus
"related new decisions." Typical papers included are "clinical demonstration of how to
handle a tax fraud" by the editor and "How
to protect taxpayer's constitutional rights in
a tax fraud investigation."
Measurement of Return on
Capital Employed
Joel Dean, Cost and
Auguft 1957.

Management,

July -

A noted economist here presents a program
of capital management, sets requirements
for satisfactory "yardsticks" of "investment
worth," and identifies and discusses the following four: "necessity- postponability,"
"payback period," "level book rate- of -return" and "discounted cash flow rate -ofreturn." He treats also the application of
"yardsticks" to proposals for capital outlay.
Two Approaches to the Problem of
Changing Prices
John W . Coughlan, Journal of Accountancy,
August 1957.

Attacking anew the problems raised in ac.
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In a day of increased foreign trade and
emergence of more international setups in
the business world, an article on the topic
of consolidated statements and subtitled
"When subsidiaries should be included and
how they should be treated" is relevant.
This one is characterized by identification of
problems.

Motel Accounting
C. Vernon Kane, New York Ctrtified Public
Accountant, August 1957.

Part of this rather thorough -going article
is devoted to distinguishing between the
fast developing motel industry and its older
cousin, the hotel business. Some difficulties
are found in making this distinction. A
statement of income and expense, an expense classification, and a daily report form
are a mong illustrative ma tter supplied.

Accounting for Mine Production
George P. Kilmer, Canadian Chartered Accountant, August 1957.

Directed to treatment of various accounts
peculiar to the mining indu stry and also to
the need for adequate analysis in the accounts if reliable statements and control are
to be achieved, this paper likewise deals
with write -off problems resulting from development costs and depletion. Physical
characteristics of mining operations are taken into consideration throughout.
N.A.A. B U L L E T I N
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Management Controls In Club
Accounts
B. S. Creighton, Canadian Chartered
countant, August 1937.

Addresses of Periodicals
Canadian Chartered Accountant
At -

A short but carefully arranged article, this
paper, largely from an a udit point of view,

69 Bloor St. Ears, Toronto 3, Canada, Single
copy sot•

Cost and Management
31 Walnst .meet South, Hamilton, Ontario,

Canada, Single copy 500.

details club revenues (as fees, dining room

Journal of Accountancy

and bar, contributions, admissions to con-

270

certs, etc.) and also discusses expenses, applicability of fund accounting, and the benefits to be derived from au dits.

Madison Ave., New YorA 16, N. Y.,
Single copy, 730.

New York Certified Public
Accountant
677 Filth Ave., New Yori 22, N. Y„ Single
copy 100.

TOM OR RO W I S HE RE
A railroad freight marshalling yard prepares a tape -to -card and punched
card manifests of entire train loads of merchandise. These punched cards are
later translated into magnetic tape for freight accounting revenue, payroll
accounting, valuation- expenditure accounting and other reports through large
electronic computing equipment.
A shoe manufacturer pulls pre - punched cards for incoming sales orders.
These cards are then inserted in the computer which determines what items
are in stock, the quantity in production, if any, or which items a re not available
from stock. The tabulators then issue orders for immediate shipment, after
which the back orders are written. This back order information is then fed
into the computer to prepare unfilled order requirements.
In a switch manufacturing company, the order department inserts properly
coded pre - punched customer and item cards into the hopper of a typing machine.
Other codes are inserted from the machine console. While the sales orders
are being automatically typed, new cards are pu nched for invoicing. A tandem
typewriting machine is switched on when an item ordered is not available.
Tomorrow is here in these operations of these companies. The prospect is
that tomorrow will soon arrive in broader applications of electronics over a
wide range of indu stry.
RICHARD ECKMAN.
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